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ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1982 一 83 
First Semester 
1982 August 
12-13 
16-17 
18-21 
19-20 
19-21 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
September 1—5 6 
25 
27 
October 2 
9 
16 
19 
23 
25 
30 
November 6 
12 
Wed. Entrance Examinations (Written) 
for overseas Advanced-Level candidates 
Sat. Last day for Post-Advanced Level 
applicants to submit certificates 
and credentials 
Sat. Last day for Advanced-Level 
applicants to submit certificates . 
and credentials 
Thur.-Fri. Admission Announcement — Post-
Advanced Level 
Mon.-Tue. Interviews 一 Post-Advanced Level 
candidates 
Wed.-Sat. Tuition Payment - new Post-
Advanced Level students 
Thur.-Fri. Admission Announcement — 
Advanced-Level 
Thur.-Sat. Tuition Payment - new Advanced-
Level students Tue. Registration 一 Year 1 
Wed. Registration — Year 2 
Thur. Registration — Year 3 
Fri. Registration - Years 4 and 5 Mon. The Last Monday in August 
(Holiday) 
Wed.-Sun. Orientation Week 
Mon. FIRST TERM CLASSES BEGIN 
Sat. Academic Board meeting 
Mon. Last day for adding/dropping 
courses 
Sat. The Day Following the Chinese 
Mid-Autumn Festival (Holiday) 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting — Arts 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Business 
Tue. College Council meeting 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Music 
Mon. Chung Yeung Festival (Holiday) 
Sat. Academic Board meeting 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Arts 
Fri. Dr. Sun Yat Sen's Birthday 
(Holiday) 
13 Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Business 
17 Wed. Graduation Ceremony 
20 Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Music 
27' Sat. Academic Board meeting 
December 14-22 Tue.-Wed. FIRST TERM FINAL 
EXAMINATIONS 
Tue. College Council meeting 
Thur.-Sat. Christmas and New Year Holidays 
Thur. Ust day for submitting mark 
sheets (Teachers) 
Mon.-Sat. Term Break (students); Tuition 
Payment (A-Level students) 
21 
23-] 
30 
1983 January 3 - 8 
Second Semester 
January 10 
11 
12 
15 
18 
22 
29 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Mon. Registration - Year 3 
Tue. Registration — Years 4 and 5 
Wed. SECOND TERM CLASSES BEGIN 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Arts 
Tue. Board of Governors meeting 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting 一 Business 
Sat. Academic Board meeting 
Tue. Last day for adding/dropping course! 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Music 
Fri.-Sat. Chinese New Year Holidays 
Thur.-Fri. Sports Days 
Sat. Academic Board meeting 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting - Arts 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting — Business 
Mon. Commonwealth Day (Holiday) 
Sat. Faculty Board meeting — Music 
Tue. College Council meeting 
FINAL (MOCK) EXAMINATION 
FOR YEAR 2 STUDENTS 
Academic Board meeting 
1 - 9 Fri.-Sat. Easter Holidays ； Tue. Ching Ming Festival (Holiday)' 
Sat. Academic Board meeting SECOND TERM FINAL EXAMINATIONS (except Year 1 students) 
Wed. Last day for submitting mark sheets 
(Post-Advanced Level teachers) 
Sat. The Birthday of Her Majesty the 
Queen (Holiday) 
11-19 
24-25 
26 
5 
12 
14 
19 
22 
21-31 Mon-Thur. 
26 
30 
Sat. 
20-31 Fri-Tue 
8 
11 
13 
15 
20-25 
July 
26 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Mon.—Sat. 
22-23 Wed.-Thur. 
Sat. 
Tue. 
The First Monday following the 
Birthday of Her Majesty the 
Queen ^Holiday) 
Tuen Ng Festival (Holiday) 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR 
YEAR 1 STUDENTS 
Faculty Board meetings - All 
Faculties 
Academic Board meeting 
College Council meeting 
Departmental meetings and sub-committee meetings of the Academic Board 
are to be arranged by the chairman concerned. 
All Classes will be suspended when Typhoon Signal No. 8 or above is hoisted, 
or upon announcement by the Education Department. 
BRIEF HISTORY 
In 1887 The American Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions founded 
Christian College, the forerunner of Lingnan College, in Canton, China. 
The College was incorporated in 1893 with the University of the 
State of New York, and given a charter to grant degrees. 
The College was renamed lingnan College in 1912. 
Up till 1918, renowned institutions willing to accept lingnan graduates 
for post-graduate studies included Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Cornell, John 
Hopkins, Oberlin, Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Cali-
fornia, Stanford, Washington (at Seattle) and Toronto. 
In 1926 the College formally registered with the Ministry of Edu-
cation in China as Lingnan University. 
The exchange students programme with twenty-six North American 
institutions began in 1933 with Frank S. Wilson, a student from the Uni-
versity of Hawaii. 
Upon the change, of Government in China, classes stopped in 1952. 
Through the efforts of the alumni this institution of higher learning 
was revived in 1967 under the name of Lingnan College on the campus of 
Lingnan Middle School in Hong Kong to continue the traditions of the 
University. 
The Church of Christ in China and hei" related mission boards in the 
United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and England declared 
support for lingnan College in 1973, as they had once done to Lingnan 
University. 
By 1974, over seventy North American universities had recognised 
the university status of lingnan, and were willing to accept students from 
lingnan College for hi^ier studies. 
In 1975, the Association of Certified Accountants in London gave 
recognition to the College diploma in Accounting. 
In 1976’ through the Office of American Schools and Hospitals 
Abroad, the Government of the United States of America gave a grant to 
the Chinese Educational, Cultural and Medical Foundations, Inc. for Ling-
nan College. The grant provided funds for the following: 
i) An Auditorium containing a concert hall with a seating capacity 
of 1300, a library, conference rooms, offices, a student centre 
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and a playground on the roof. 
ii) Books for the library and equipment for the three Faculties. 
In 1977, a formal application for registration was submitted to the 
Education Department so that graduates could gain recognition without 
having to further their studies abroad. The various Departments of the 
College were consequently inspected by the Hong Kong Government. 
In 1978，the College gained official recognition from the Government 
as an institution of tertiary education under the Post Seconary Colleges 
Ordinance. There are three Faculties, namely Faculty of Arts, Faculty 
of Business and Faculty of Music. In accordance with the White Paper for 
Senior Secondary and Tertiary Education published in 1979, the College 
received financial assistance from the Government through the 2.2.1. 
system. 
Since the completion of Edward Hall in 1974，the College has been 
undergoing a series of campus developments. Edward Hall is the main 
College building with staff offices, classrooms, laboratories, a typing room, 
a computer centre, a library, an assembly hall, a conference room and a 
student union. Ming Hin Hall provides accomodation for senior and ex-
patriate staff. The Auditorium is due to be finished during 1982. 

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
LINGNAN EDUCATION ORGANIZATION LIMITED 
Mr. Lamson KWOK (chairman) 
B.A., M.B.A., J.P. 
Mr. Kwan AU YOUNG 
Mr. David P. CHAN 
B. Sc. 
Mr. Ya-tsing CHENG 
B.A., M.A. 
Mr. Robert Hung-ngai HO 
B.A., M.S. 
Mr. David T. C. HO 
B.A., M.A. 
Mr. Henry H. HSU 
LL.B., LL.D., O.B.E. 
Mr. Hin-shiu HUNG 
Mr. Y.S. KWAAN 
Mr. Man-cho KWOK 
B.A., M.A. 
Dr. Russell KWOK 
B.S., Ph. D. 
Mr. Iu-kau LAI 
B.A. 
Mr. Chik-ho LAM B.S., MJ.E., J.P. 
Mr. Chik-suen LAM L.H.D., J.P. 
Mr. Chin-man LAM 
B.Sc., M.Sc. 
Mr. Rogerio LAM 
B.S.C.E. 
Mr. Shui-yuen LAM B.Sc. 
Mr. Chung-him LAU 
B.A.，F.H.K.S.A, F.T.I.H.K. 
Mr. Paul LAU 
B.Sc. 
Dr. J.K. LEE 
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
Mr. Ping-chiu LEE 
B.S. 
Mr. Shai-nang LEE 
B.Sc., F.I. Struct.E., M.A.S.C.E. 
Mr. Ronald F.S. LI 
M«B.A., F.C.C.A., AJ.C.S., A.CJ.S. 
Mr. Hung-kwan LO 
M. Sc. 
Mr. Kwong-yiu LO 
B. Arch., A.F.A.S., H.KJ.A. 
Mr. Andrew N.C. LO 
B.S., F.C.A. 
Mr. Tin-sun TONG 
B.A., LL.B. 
Mr. Man-Ian U 
B.S. 
Mr. Kee-kau WAI 
B.Sc., M.Sc. 
Mr. Bing-lai WONG 
B-Sc., F.A.I.B., F.M.S.B.H.K., M.E.S.H.K. 
Mr. Hoo-chuen WONG 
Mr. David R. WONG 
Mr..SamuelM.H.WONG B.A., F.C.C.A., F.H.K.S.A., C.P.A. 
Mr. C.S. WOO 
B.A. 
Mr. James Tak WU 
Mr. Patrick Po-kong WU 
Mr. Yuen-cheong YAN 
B.Com. 
Mr. Wing-yau YOUNG J.P. 
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN 
B.A. 
Dr. Chi-tung YUNG 
O.B.E.’ B.Sc., Ph.D„ LL.D.，F.R.S.A., J.P. 
Mr. Kar-chark YUNG 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
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Mr. Henry H. HSU 
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Mr. Rogerio LAM 
B.S.C.E. 
Mr. Shui-yuen LAM 
B.Sc. 
Mr. Chung-him LAU B.A., F.H.K.S.A., F.T.I.H.K. 
M. Paul LAU 
B.Sc. 
Dr. J.K. LEE 
A.B., M.A., Ph. D. 
Mr. Ping^chiu LEE 
B.S. 
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Mr. Shai-nang LEE 
B.Sc” F.I. Struct. E., M.A.S.C.E. 
Mr. Ronald F.S. LI 
M.B.A., F.C.C.A., A.I.C.S., A.C.I.S. 
Mr. Hung-kwan LO 
M.Sc. 
Mr. Kwong-yiu LO B.Arch„ A.F.C.S., H.K.I.A. 
B«A., LL3. 
Mr. Man-Ian U 
B.S. 
Mr. Kee-kau Wai 
B.Sc” M.Sc. 
Mr. Bing-lai WONG 
B SC., F.A.I.B., FJVI.S.B.H.K., M.E.S.H.K. 
Mr. Hoo-chuen WONG 
Mr. Samuel M.H. WONG B.A., F.C.C.A., F.H.K.S.A., C.P.A. 
Mr. C.S. WOO 
B.A. 
Mr. James Tak WU 
Mr. Patrick Po-kong WU 
Mr. Yuen-cheong YAN 
B. Com. 
Mr. Wing-yau YOUNG 
J.P. 
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN 
B.A. 
Dr. Chi-tung YUNG 
O.B.E., B.Sc., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S.A., J.P. 
Mr. Kar-chark YUNG 
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MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Mr. Lamson KWOK (Chairman) 
B.A., M£.A„ J.P. 
Mr. Tin-sun TONG B*A” LL.B. 
Mr.Bing-laiWONG 
B.Sc., F.A.I.B., F.M.S3.H.K., M.E.S.H.K. 
Mr. Patrick Po-kongWU 
Mr. Shiu-kong YUEN 
Mr. Andrew N.C. LO 
B.S., F.C.A. 
Dr. Chi-tung YUNG 
03 .E . , B.Sc., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S.A., JJ . 
Mr. Hin-shiu HUNG 
DR. J.K. LEE 
MA., Ph.D. 
Mr. Kee-kau WAI 
B.Sc., M.Sc. 
Mr. Samuel M.H. WONG B.A., F.C.C.A., F.H.K.S.A；, C.P.A. 
Mr. Wing-yau YOUNG 
J.P. 
Mr. Rogerio LAM 
B.S.C.E. 
Mr. Hoo-chuen WONG 
Mr. Man-cho KWOK 
B.A., M.A. 
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OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE 
President Dr. Chi-to HUANG 
M.B. Ph.D. 
Vice-President Dr. John T.S. CHEN 
LL.B., Lie. Sc. Pol. & Econ. 
D. Lit. 
Chairman of the Board of Governors 
Mr. Lamson KWOK 
B.A., M.A., J.P. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board of Governors 
Chairman of the College Council Mr. Lamson KWOK 
B.A., MA., J.P. 
Vice-Chairman of the College Council 
Dean of Faculty of Arts 
Mr. Douglas WHYTE (Acting) B.A., M.A. 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Mr. Leslie R. Howard (Acting) 
F.C.A., F.C.C.A., F.H.K.S.A. 
Dean of Faculty of Music 
Mr. Peter STEVENSON B.A., M.A., A.R.C.M., A.R.C.O., F.R.C.O. 
Dean of Students Mr. Cho-yung LAM 
B.Sc. 
Dean of Studies Mr. Ian KNOWLES 
B.A., M.A., Cert. Ed. 
Registrar 
Mr. Lok-Wood MUI 
Dqiloma (Lingnan), M.Sc., M.B.A. 
Comptroller 
Mr. Herdip SINGH 
Diploma (Lingnan) 
Librarian 
Mr. Sai-Shing LEE 
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THE ACADEMIC BOARD 
(w.e.f. January 1982) 
The President (Chairman) 
The Vice-President (Vice-Chairman) 
Dean of Faculty of Arts 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Dean of Faculty of Music 
Dean of Studies 
Dean of Students 
Registrar 
Librarian 
Additional members appointed by the Board of Governors 
Chairman of Department of English 
Chairman of Department of Chinese 
Chairman of Department of Social Sciences 
Chairman of Department of Accountancy Studies 
Chairman of Department of Management 
Chairman of Department of Marketing 
Chairman of Department of Music 
Co-ordinator of Advanced Level Studies 
Representatives from the following Units: 
Staff Common Room 
Secretarial Studies 
Computer Unit 
SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE ACADEMIC BOARD 
1. ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 
President (Chairman) 
Dean of Studies 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Dean of Faculty of Arts 
Dean of Faculty of Music 
Dean of Students 
Registrar 
2. LIBRARY COMMITTEE 
librarian (Chairman) 
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President 
Dean of Studies 
Deputy librarian 
Representative from each Faculty 
Representative from the Students' Union 
3. COMPUTER UNIT COMMITTEE 
Lecturer in-charge (Chairman) 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Chairman of Accountancy Studies 
Registrar 
4. EXAMINATIONS COMMITTEE 
Dean of Studies (Chairman) 
Registrar 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Dean of Faculty of Arts 
Dean of Faculty of Music 
Dean of Students 
Subject Heads for the following: 
Accountancy 
Marketing 
Management 
Computer 
English 
Chinese 
Economics 
Secretarial Studies 
Sociology 
5. ACADEMIC PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
The President (Chairman) 
The Vice-President 
Dean of Faculty of Arts 
Dean of Faculty of Business 
Dean of Faculty of Music 
Dean of Studies 
Dean of Students 
Comptroller 
Librarian 
College Secretary 
H 
6. RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE 
Dean of Studies (Chairman) 
The Vice-President 
Representatives from each Department 
Colle 炉 Secretary 
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Lecturers 
Plart-time Lecturers 
FACULTY STAFF 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Dean of Faculty (Acting) : WHYTE, Douglas S., BJV., Boston University; 
M>A.，University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Department of Chinese Literature and History 
Chainnan of Department : WU Wing-Chiu, Diploma, New Asia CoU6ge, 
Hong Kong; M.A., Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. 
: C H E N G Che-Bun, B.A., C.U.H.K.; MJ>h., 
C.U.H.K. 
LEUNG Kan-Nang, Studied under Mr. KAN 
Chook-Gue (簡竹居先生）and Mr. CHAN 
Suck-sook (陳述叔先生），Chinese scholars. 
WONG Kong-Tin, B.A., Rutgers University; 
M.A., University of Minnesota. 
•• LAM Lin-Sen, B.A., National Sun Yat Sen 
University; M.A., University of Hong Kong; 
Ph. D., University of Hong Kong. 
WU Wai-Yiu, Diploma, Peking College of Education. 
Department of English Language and Literature 
Chairman of Department : WHYTE, Douglas S„ B.A., Boston University; 
M.A.’ University of Wisconsin-Madison. ' 
: B R I D G E , Olive, Diploma of Social Studies 
London; M.A., Oxford. 
DOCKBRY, William，B.A., Middlebury Col-
lege; M.A., Cornell University. 
GRABER, Jaena, B.A., St. Olaf College; Cert. Ed., St. Olaf College. 
JONES, Elizabeth L” Cert. Ed., London; 
B.A. (Hons.), University of London. 
KLINEFELTER, Thomas V.，B.A.，Duquesne 
University; M.A., Indiana University 
Lecturers 
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PINSKY, Laura, B.A., Yale University. 
ROBERTS, Dawn, B.A. (Hons.), Wales; Cert. Ed., Birmingham. 
ROSS, Elaine, B.A. (Hons.), University of 
London; Cert. Ed., University of Cambridge; 
M. Ph., University of Cambridge. 
WOTHERSPOON, Margaret, B. Ed” Edin-
burgh, Cert. Ed., Primary; Cert. Ed., Second-
ary, Moray House College of Education, 
Edinburgh. 
Department of Social Sciences 
Chairman of Department: KNOWLES, Ian, B.A” Cambridge University; 
M.A., Cambridge University; Post-Grad. Cert, 
in Education, Birmingham University. 
HO Shun-Nam, Associate in Arts, Merritt 
Colleg^; B.A., San Francisco State University; 
MP.A., Public Administration, California 
State University. 
LAW, Jennifer, B.A., Simon Fraser University. 
LEUNG Siu-ki, B, Soc. Sc. (Hons.), University of Hong Kong. 
L? Kui-Wai, B.Sc., University of London; 
M.Sc.，University of London; M.A., Holland. 
YUNG Kok-Hing, B. Soc. Sc., C.U.H.K.; 
Mi*h., University of Hong Kong; M H . S . 
YAU Po-Hung, B.A” National SUIT Yat Sen* 
University. 
Lecturers in Economics 
Part-time Lecturer 
Lecturers in Sociology CHAN Kin-Keung, Diploma, H.K. Baptist 
College; B.A., Eastern Oregon State College; 
M.A., Stanford University. 
CHAN Mi-Ling, B.A” University of Windsor. 
KWOK Hong-Kin, B. Soc. Sci. (2nd Hons.), 
C.U.H.K.; M.Ph., C.U.H.K. 
LAW Wing-Kin, B. Soc. Sci. (Hons.), C.U.H.K ； M. Ph., C.U.H.K. 
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
Dean of Faculty (Acting): HOWARD, Leslie R., Fellow, Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England & Wales; 
Fellow, Association of Certified Accountants; 
Fellow, Hong Kong Society of Accountants; 
Cert. Ed., London University; Member, British 
Institute of Management. 
Department of Accountancy Studies 
Chairman of Department : HOWARD, Leslie R., F.C.A., F.C.C.A., 
F.H.K.S.A., Cert. Ed., London; A.M.B.I.M. 
Lecturers : HO, Carole, B.A., San Francisco State Uni-
versity; M.A., California State University. 
HUI Yuk-Bun, Baldwin, B.B.A., Bishop's 
University, Quebec;M.B.A., McGill University. 
LAU Shu-Keung, Cert, in Commerce, H.K. 
Technical College; B. Com., Acadia Uni-
versity, Nova Scotia; B. Ed., Acadia Uni-
versity. 
LEUNG Wai-Yiu, Anthony, B. Com., 
University of Windsor; Cert., Council of 
Canadian Personnel Association. 
ROLLINSON, Peter, B. Com., Canterbury 
University; Dip. Teach., Christchurch 
Teachers' College. 
WONG Lee-Wah, Associate, Institute of 
Chartered Secretaries & Administrators. 
YIM Ting-Wai, Francis, Associate, Institute 
of Cost & Management Accountants; 
Associate, Hong Kong Society of Accountants. 
YUEN Lai-Mei, Susana, Associate, Institute 
of Chartered Secretaries & Administrators; 
Associate, Association of Certified Account-
ants; Associate, Hong Kong Society of 
Accountants; Member, British Institute of 
Management. 
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Lecturers 
Department of Management 
Chairman of Department ROBINSON, Neil, S.，M.A., Birmingham; 
M.B.A., Bradford; P.G.C.E., Birmingham;' 
Teacher's Certificate, Interntional House. 
:CHEUNG Kam-Chuen, B.A., Taiwan National 
University; Postgraduate Diploma in Ad-
ministration, Leeds Polytechnic; M. Sc., 
University of Wales. 
KHONG，Eva, Diploma, Lingnan College; 
Postgraduate Diploma in Management Studies, 
Hatfield Polytechnic; M. Sc., University of 
Bath. 
LO Bing-Kong, B.A. (Hons.), Polytechnic of Central London. 
POON, Ken, B. Com., University of Saskatchewan. 
TANG Mo-Lin, Moureen, Diploma, Lingnan 
College; M.B.A., University of Wisconsin. 
YUNG Ka-Wah, Daniel, B.Sc.，M.B.A.，Uni-
versity of Oregon. 
:YOUNG, Paul, B. Sc., New York University. Part-time Lecturer 
Department of Marketing 
Chairman of Department : 
Lecturers 
ROBINSON, Neil S. 
CHAN Chi-Fai, Andrew, B.B.A., C.U.H.K.. 
M.B.A., U.C. Berkeley. ‘ 
LAU On-Hong, Alan, Diploma, Lingnan 
College; M.B.A” University of Puget Sound. 
LEUNG Lai-Cheung, Leo, B.A., H.K.U.: 
M.B.A., C.U.H.K. 
Mathematics and Computer Section 
U c t u r e r s •  CHAN, Grace, B.A. (Hons.), Singapore; Cert. Ed., Singapore. 
CHEUNG, Paul, B.Sc., Monash; Dip. Ed” 
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Flinders. 
HUNG Cheung-Fai, B.A., University of Regina. 
LAM Yeh, B. Sc., Peking; M. Sc., D.I.C., 
London; Ph. D., Manchester. 
Secretarial Section 
Lecturer : NG Lai-Ming, Angela, H.K. Techer's Cer-
tificate; Pitman's Advanced Certificates in 
Shorthand and Typing; L.C.C. Higher 
Accounting. 
FACULTY OF MUSIC 
STEVENSON, Peter, B.A. (Hons.), M.A.， 
University of Durham; F.R.C.O., A.R.C.M., 
London; Adjudicator, Organ Recitalist, and 
Examiner of the Royal Schools of Music. 
LAM Ching-Wah, B.A. (Hons.)，C.U.H.K.; 
M. Litt., Wadham College, England. 
LAW Wing-Fai, B.A” Taiwan Normal Uni-
versity; M.A., U.C. Riverside. 
LYNN, Margaret, B. Mus. (Hons.), Royal 
College of Music, London; M. Mus., University 
of Surrey, England, F.T.C.L., A.R.CJ4. 
Part-time Lecturers : CHEN, James, F.T.C丄.；graduate, State 
Academy of Music, Vienna, and State Hoch-schule, Stuttgart. 
STEVENSON, Fiona C” M.A., University of 
Edinburgh; L.R.S.M., Cert. Linguistics, H.K. 
U. 
Dean of Faculty 
Lecturers 
Tutors Including members of the Hong Kong Phil-
harmonic Orchestra — in piano, singing, and 
orchestral instruments. 
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
The College adopted the 2.2.1 System in September 1979. The first 
part of the 2.2.1 System is the Advanced Level Programme. Years 3 - 4 
and Year 5 form the second and third parts of the system. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
Advanced Level Programme 
Applicants must either: 
(a) Have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate 
of Education Examination, or an equivalent public exa-
mination, Grade C or above in two subjects plus Grade E 
or above in four other subjects, including En^ish Language 
(Syllabus B); 
or (b) have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate 
of Education Examination, or an equivalent public exa-
mination, Grade C or above in four subjects plus Grade E 
or above in one other subject, including English Language 
(Syllabus B); 
or (c) have obtained at one sitting in the Hong Kong Certificate 
of Education Examination, or an equivalent public examina-
tion, Grade E or above in at least six subjects, including 
English Language (Syllabus B), provided that the total of 
the best six grades is not less than 12 (Grades A to E shall 
be given the numerical values 5 - 1 respectively for the 
purpose of this calculation). 
Music applicants must also have passed at least GradeVI in 
Piano or another instrument, and either obtained pass in HJC.C.E.E. 
Music, or in the Faculty's own special entrance examination. 
2. Post-Advanced Level Programme 
Year 3 
Faculty Department 
ARTS Chinese 
English 
Social Sciences 
(Economics and 
Sociology) 
Minimum Entry Requirements 
2 A.L.'s (one of which must be 
Chinese Language or Chinese 
History) 
U.E. (Grade D or above) and 2 
A 丄.’s 
2 A 丄.,s 
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BUSINESS Accountancy Studies 
Company Secretary-
ship and Administra-
tion 
Management and 
Marketing 
MUSIC 
t e a 制(a)(b). 
2 A丄.，s and30.L.'sor 3 A丄.，s and 1 O.L. (including English 
and Mathematics) 
2 A.L.，s and3 0丄.，sor3 A.L.'s 
and 1 O.L. (including English) 
2 A.L.'s and &iglish 
U.E. and A丄.Music or equi-
valent. Grade VII or above in 
instrumental performance 
o f " 二，夕 r a p a s s ^ ？ “！ a H o n g Kong or G.C.E. Advanced Level subject 0丄.stands for a pass grade in a G.C.E. Ordinary Level subject OR f S ； pass, i.e. Grade C or above, in the H.K.C.E«E. J ° R a CTedit U.E. stands for a pass grade in Use of English. 
Sfe. 二。二二彻溫活严^喻0R credit 
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Applications for admission will normally be accepted in June and 
July, llie date for application will be announced in local newspapers. 
Applicants should present the following items to the College Registry at 
the time of application: 
1. A duly completed application form. 
2. Advanced Levd Programme: 
The originals and photocopies of documents to satisfy the entiy 
requirements, such as HKID card, H.K.C.E.E. results, G.CJE., 
and R.S.M. certificates. 
Overseas applicants who do not possess the required documents 
should send a school transcript of the last three years. They will 
be required to sit for an English Proficiency Test administered 
by the College unless they have obtained an acceptable score in 
TOEFL or equivalent. 
Post-Advanced Level Programme: 
The originals and photocopies of documents, such as HKID card, 
HJC.C.E.E. results, RKA丄.E.，G.C.E., and R.S.M. certificates. 
Applicants sitting for the H.K.C.E.E. or HXA丄.E. of the current 
year may present the admission form of the examination and 
submit the results within three days after the official announce-
ment of the examination results. 
3. 2 recent 40 cm. x 50 cm. photographs. 
4. Application fee (non-refundable). 
Results of admission will be announced in mid-August. Post-Advanced 
Level Programme and Music candidates will be required to attend an interview 
to determine their eligibility for admission. Details will be given at the time 
of application. 
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FEES 
Payment of fees should be made by cash at the College General Office. Fees paid are not refundable. 
Application Fee 
To be announced at the time of application for admission. 
Tuition Fees 
To be announced at the time of application for admission. 
Tuition fees can be paid by instalments on the dates specified by the 
College. An instruction on payment of tuition fees will be issued on the 
Registration Day. 
Students who cannot make payments on time due to financial dif-
ficulties should apply to the Dean of Students before the due date for 
arrangements for deferred payments. 
The College will notify students who fail to comply with the above 
by posting a notice on the notice board. These students should pay the 
amount due at the College General Office without further delay. 
Students wishing to withdraw from the College should also pay the 
instalment for the month in which they apply for official withdrawal. 
They should complete an application form for withdrawal obtainable from 
the College Registry. 
Unless approved by the Dean of students, students who delay payment 
of tuition fees for a second time will be charged $20 for extra clerical work. 
Unless approved by the Dean of Students, students who fail to pay 
tuition fee two months after the due date will be considered unofficially 
withdrawn. No testimonial will be issued to those who have unofficially 
withdrawn from the College. 
Graduation Fee 
$100. 
Upon admission a student is required to pay a graduation fee of $100 
on the Registration Day. This will be used to pay for issuing testimonials, 
certificates, and the Graduation Diploma. The graduation fee is not re-
fundable to students who withdraw from the College. 
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Students' Union Subscription 
$50 per academic year. 
All students should pay a Students' Union subscription of $50 when 
they register for the first semester of every academic year. 
Late Registration 
A fee of $20 is charged to students who fail to register at the time 
specified by the Registrar (also see Section 3，Academic Regulations.) 
Change of Courses 
$2 for each entry to be altered (also see Section 7, Academic Re-
gulations). 
Make-up Examination 
$10 per subject (also see Section 10，Academic Regulations). 
Transcripts of Academic Records 
$10 for the first copy and $5 for each subsequent copy (also see 
Section 17，Academic Regulations). Overseas postage not included. 
Appeals 
An appeal for recount shall require a deposit of $10, which shall 
be refunded if the marks are adjusted. An appeal for reassessment shall 
require a deposit of $50”which shall be refunded if the assessment is adjusted. 
The deposit will not be refunded if the appeal is not successful (also see 
Section 4，Examination Regulations). 
N All the above-mentioned fees are subject to adjustment. 
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
I • 
1. The Academic Year 
The academic year shall consist of two semesters each covering about 
sixteen weeks of academic activities. 
2. Student Classification 
Students taking at least 12 credits per semester shall be regarded as 
full-time students. Each student shall be classified as belonging to 
Year 1, Year 2’ Year 3, Year 4 or Year 5. The conditions for passing 
a year of study are set out in the Examination Regulations. 
3. Registration 
(a) A student cannot register until all the prescribed fees have been 
paid. 
(b) All students are expected to register in person on the dates 
announced by the Registrar. A student is considered registered 
only after the duly completed enrolment card is returned to the 
Registrar's office. 
(c) Late registration shall be permitted only before the last day for 
changing courses. A late registration fee of $20 shall be charged. 
Credits shall not be granted for any course for which a student 
has not registered. 
(d) Each student shall be given advice by a full time faculty member 
of the department in which the student majors. 
(e) Students of the graduating class are expected to consult the 
Chairmen of their respective departments in regard to graduation 
requirements. 
(f) Students shall follow the procedures of registration and all special 
instructions from the Registrar. Special attention should be 
paid to pre-requisites for courses, normal academic load and 
courses to be repeated. 
(g) Each student shall be responsible for the accuracy of information 
on the enrolment form, which is the official record of registration. 
4. Prerequisite 
(a) A series of courses in the same subject that extend beyond one 
year shall not be taken simultaneously. 
(b) In such a case, the course with the lower course number shall 
be taken first, and the course with the next higher course number 
shall be taken in the following year. If the student fails the 
lower numbered course, he/she shall repeat that course before 
enrolling for the next course. For example, if a student fails 
Accounting II，he/she has to repeat Accounting II and pass the 
entire year course before enrolling for Accounting III. 
(c) Under special circumstances, the Chairman of the Department 
concerned may use his discretion to exempt a student from the 
above regulation. 
Normal Academic Load 
(a) The normal academic load for a student shall be between 16 and 
21 credits per semester. Academic loads outside this range will be 
determined by the Grade Point Average of the student in the 
previous semester. 
(b) The following scheme shall be used: 
(c) Under special circumstances, the Chairman of the Department 
concerned may use his discretion to exempt a student from the 
above regulation. 
Course Exemption 
Students who pass public examinations recognised by the college 
may apply for exemption from taking the corresponding course 
offered by the college. Credits will be granted on production of the 
supporting documents. Application for course exemption shall be made 
to the Registrar. 
Change of Courses 
(a) A student wishing to add or drop courses must obtain the per-
mission of the teacher(s) and the Chairman of the Department 
concerned. 
(b) An application form should be completed and returned to the 
Registrar's Office before the date set forth in the College calendar. 
(c) A fee of $2 shall be charged for each entry to be altered. 
GPA. 
3.0 or above 
Academic Load 
1 .0-2 .99 
below 1.0 
22 credits or above 
up to 21 credits 
12 - 1 4 credits 
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(d) The final approval of the application shall be subject to the 
Registrar. 
8 • Change of Major 
(a) A student wishing to change major must obtain the written 
permission of the Chairman of the two departments concerned. 
(b) No student shall be accepted by a department without fulfilling 
the entry requirements for that department. 
(c) Details are obtainable from the Registrar. 
9. Class Attendance 
(a) Students are expected to attend all lectures and practical periods 
arranged for them. 
(b) A student who is unable to attend classes should inform the 
teacher concerned and the Registrar in writing at the earliest 
opportunity. In the case of absence for more than two days owing 
to illness, a certificate from a registered doctor is required. 
10. Tests and Examinations 
(a) Students are expected to take all scheduled tests and examina-
tions. A student failing to attend a test or an examination without 
a good reason will be graded F in that test or examination. 
(b) Except where otherwise stipulated, resit examinations shall be 
arranged only when a student is sick or involved in an accident 
during the test or examination. The student shall produce do-
cumentary support and pay a fee of $10 for each resit examination. 
11. Academic Honesty 
Students are expected to exercise honesty in the pursuit of intellec-
tual training. Cases of academic dishonesty, including plagiarism and 
cheating in examinations, may render a student liable to suspension or 
dismissal from the College. 
12. Academic Credits 
(a) An academic credit shall be granted for the successful completion 
of one 50-minutes practical periods per week for one semester. 
Each lecture presupposes one or two hours preparation and 
follow-up work on the part of the student. 
(b) Credits are not awarded for Year 1 courses. 
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Grading System 
A. Post-Advanced Level 
(a) Grades shall be awarded according to the following system: 
A B
 c
 D
 E = 0 
grade points 
grade points 
grade points 
grade point 
0 
0 
Withdrawal 
Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Absent 
(Excellent) 
(Very Good) 
(Good) 
(Pass) 
(Conditional) (also see paragraph 14. 
A(b)) 
(Failure) 
(Incomplete) 
W s u 
ABS 
(b) The grade E indicates unsatisfactory work in the first half of 
a year course. A student who receives this grade may enrol 
for the second half of the course in the following semester. 
If he/she passes that semester's work, he/she will be con-
sidered to have passed the entire year course; if he/she 
receives a grade below D- he/she will have to repeat the 
entire year course. A student who receives a pass grade 
in the first semester and an E grade in the second semester 
of any year course will have to repeat the second half of 
the course. 
(c) The grade F shall indicate a bad failure. A student who 
receives this grade in the first semester for a year course 
shall not be allowed to continue with that course in the 
second semester. , 
(d) The grade I shall indicate that the course work or examina-
tion has not been completed for reasons which are accept-
able to both the teacher and the Registrar. It is a grade which 
shall be converted to the appropriate grade on completion 
of the work or examination required. If the work or exa-
mination has not been completed before the end of the 
following semester the grade I shall be converted to grade F. 
(e) A student who withdraws from a course after the deadline 
for changing courses shall normally receive WU which in-
dicates taken and failed. If the student has a good reason 
which is acceptable to both the teacher and the Registrar 
he will receive WS in which case no credit is recorded or 
included in the calculation of the Grad Point Average. 
B. Advanced Level 
Grades shall be awarded according to the following system: 
A = 4 grade points I = Incomplete 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
3.5 grade points 
3 grade points 
2 grade points 
1 grade point 
0 
0 
0 
W = Withdrawal 
S = Satisfactory 
U = Unsatisfactory 
ABS = Absent 
where A is the highest standard and H is the lowest. A, B, C, D, 
and E are passing grades and F, G, and H are failing grades. No 
finer grades shall be given. Year 1 courses are not given credits 
(units) and points. 
14. Grade Point Average 
A. Post-Advanced Level 
(a) Grade Point Average = Total Weighted Converted Points 
B Total Enrolled Units x 3 
(b) Converted Points shall be derived from grades according to the following: 
A= 12points; A - = 11 points; B+ = 10points; B = 9points; 
B - = 8 points; C+ = 7 points; C = 6 points; C - = 5 points; 
EH" = 4 points; D - = 2 points; E = 1 point; F = 0 point. 
(c) Weighted converted points = converted points x units 
B. Advanced Level ( Year 2 only) 
(a) GradePoint Average = 
(b) Weighted Points = Grade Points x Units 
15. Academic Honours 
Full-time students who obtain a G.P.A. of 3.5 or above in both semesters of an academic year shall be awarded a certificate of merit at the Graduation Ceremony. 
16. Requirements for Graduation 
(a) Since entering Year 3, students shall obtain a minimum of 64 
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credits to graduate after Year 4，and a minimum of 94 credits to 
graduate after Year 5. 
(b) The cumulative G.P.A. shall be at least 1.67 (overall) and 2.0 for 
all major courses in order to graduate. 
(c) The graduating student must have completed all general and major requirements. 
(d) Year 4 and Year 5 students should apply for graduation in the 
last semester in which they expect to fulfil all graduation re-
quirements. 
Transcripts of Records 
A student who has completed at least one semester of studies may 
obtain an official transcript by completing an application at the 
Registrar's Office. A fee of $10 shall be charged for the first copy 
and $5 for each subsequent copy. Postage for foreign or registered 
mail shall be charged to the student. Transcripts shall .not be issued 
to students who have outstnading accounts due to the College. 
Unsatisfactory Progress 
(a) A student shall be placed on probation if his/her G.P.A. falls 
below 1.0 for a semester of study, or if in the opinion of the 
Academic Board he/she fails to make satisfactory academic 
progress. r 
(b) A student on probation shall not be permitted to take more than 14 credits per semester. 
(c) If he/she fails to remove the probation by achieving a G.P.A. 
above 1.0 in the following semester, he/she shall be suspended 
for one semester or one year. 
(d) A suspended student may be readmitted after the period of 
suspension for not more than one further attempt. 
Prolonged Leave of Absence 
(a) If a student desires prolonged leave of absence because of illness 
or urgent family affairs, he/she must submit an application 
countersigned by his/her parents/guardian to the Registrar for 
consideration. 
(b) The period of voluntary suspension shall not exceed one year, 
and if the student does not return to the College after the per-
mitted period, he/she shall be considered as having officially with-
drawn from the College. 
20. Withdrawal 
(a) A student seeking official withdrawal shall complete an applica-
tion at the Registrar's Office. 
(b) Approval shall be granted only after proper clearance with the 
Dean of Students, the Registrar, the librarian and the Accountant. 
(c) A student who withdraws from the College without following the 
proper procedure shall be regarded as unofficially withdrawn. 
(d) No testimonials shall be issued to students unofficially withdrawn 
from the College. 
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EXAMIATION REGULATIONS 
1. THE EXAMINING BOARDS 
1.1 Authority 
An Examining Board shall receive its authority from, and submit 
reports to, the Academic Board of Lingnan College. 
1.2 Composition 
An Examining Board shall comprise: 
(a) The Dean of the Faculty (or his representative), who shall 
act as Chairman; 
(b) The External Examiner/s (if appointed); 
(c) The Internal Examiners, who are all staff concerned with 
the setting and marking of any part of the examinations; 
(d) The Registrar (or his representative), who shall act as 
Secretary. 
All staff concerned with the teaching of a course should make 
themselves available in case they wish, or are required, to give 
evidence in particular cases, and to submit written reports upon 
request. 
1.3 Duties 
The duties of an Examining Board shall be: 
(a) to approve the examination question papers for Year 3’ 
Year 4 and Year 5 ； 
(b) to maintain a general oversight of the system of continuous 
assessment, where it applies; 
(c) to assess the progress of students and to report its decisions, 
including its recommendations for the award of diploma, to 
the Academic Board; 
(d) do consider appeals referred to it by the Registrar (see 
section4 below). 
2. THE EXTERNAL EXAMINERS 
2.1 Appointment 
External Examiners shall be recommended by the Dean of the 
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Faculty for approval by the Academic Board and appointment 
by the President. 
22 Duties 
The External Examiners shall be required: 
(a) to satisfy themselves that examination papers and the pro-
grammes of continuous assessment and projects, in all years 
of the course, are of a scope and standard appropriate to 
the award of the College diploma; 
(b) to satisfy themselves that the College has properly assessed 
the work of each student on the basis of the approved 
marking scheme both for examinations and for course work; 
(c) to approve a classified list of recommendations for the 
award of College diplomas after consideration of the pro-
ceedings of the meeting of the Examining Board; 
(d) to submit to the Academic Board such reports on examina-tions as it may require for its own purposes and/or to comply with any requirements which the College may prescribe from time to time. 
23 Powers 
The External Examiners shall be empowered: 
(a) to recommend alterations to examination question papers, programmes of continuous assessments, marking schemes or marks; 
(b) to require the Dean of Faculty to ensure the attendance 
and cooperation of appropriate staff, and the attendance of 
any student of the course for private interview whenever 
necessary. 
3. EXAMINATIONS 
3.1 Dates 
Examinations will be held at the end of each semester. 
3.2 Procedure 
The Examination procedure (Invigilation) as set out in Section 
5, will apply. 
3 3 Method 
The method of examination will normally be by written papers, 
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together with oral and/or practical examinations where appropri-
ate, or as thought necessary by the Examining Board concerned. 
3.4 Continuous Assessment 
(a) The continuous assessment required for a particular course 
shall be determined by the relevant Examining Board. 
(b) Programmes of continuous assessment shall be approved 
by the Examining Board concerned before the commence-
ment of the session. 
(c) Alterations to continuous assessment programmes must be 
approved before such changes are announced to students. 
(d) Students shall be informed in writing of the requirements 
for continuous assessment at the start of the session — this 
information shall include the nature of the assessment, its 
weighting and the final date of submission. 
(e) Students shall be expected to keep to the final dates of 
submission unless there are very good reasons for late sub-
mission. 
3.5 PassMaiks 
Each Examining Board shall establish the pass mark and the 
weighting of examinations and continuous assessment for eadi 
course under its jurisdiction, and shall inform the students of 
the Faculty concerned of its decisions. 
(a) Year 3 
(i) The meeting of internal examiners shall have sole re-
sponsibility for the evaluation of a student's performance 
in Year 3. 
/ (ii) The meeting of the internal examiners shall be guided 
by the results of the Year 3 examinations and continu-
ous assessment, which are designed to determine whether 
or not a student is qualified to proceed to Year 4. 
(iii) The meeting of internal examiners shall be empowered 
to use its discretion as to whether or not a student who 
has been unsuccessful in one subject should be per-
mitted to proceed to Year 4. 
(iv) The meeting of internal examiners can require a student, 
if necessary, to present himself/herself for oral exa-
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mination. 
(b) Year 4 
(i) Students shall be required to satisfy the Examining 
Board in all subjects in Year 4. 
(ii) Students who fail in one or two subjects with marks 
close to the pass marks may be permitted to resit the 
examinations for such subjects to be held in the June 
immediately following. The setting and assessment of 
the resit examinations shall be the subject of arrangements 
between the appropriate members of the College staff 
and the external examiners. 
(iii) Students successful in resit examinations shall be credited 
with only a minimum examination pass mark, unless 
the resit examination results from illness or other ex-
tenuating circumstances (see 3.7). Previous continuous 
assessment marks shall stand and shall be used again in 
the calculation of the overall mark. 
(iv) Students who fail three or more subjects, or who fail 
two subjects with one or both marks below a level 
determined by each Examining Board, shall not normally 
be allowed to proceed to Year 5. 
(v) If a student fails to pass a resit examination, he/she shall 
normally be failed. However, an Examining Board may 
condone such failure by virtue of sufficient academic 
merit being shown in other subjects. 
(c) Year 5 
(i) Students shall be required to satisfy the Examining 
Board in all subjects in Year 5. 
(ii) If a student fails in only one subject, an Examining 
Board, at its discretion, may condone such a failure by 
sufficient merit having been shown in the results of 
other Year 4 and Year 5 subjects. 
(iii) If such a failure is not condoned, or if more than one 
subject is failed, the student shall be allowed to resit 
the whole of the Year 5 examinations once more only, 
normally within two years. 
(iv) An Examining Board, at its discretion, may require the 
student to undertake further study at the College 
before the secpnd attempt. 
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(v) Previous continuous assessment marks shall stand and 
shall be used again in the calculation of the overall 
marks, unless a student repeats the year. 
(vi) No restrictions shall be placed on the type of diploma 
that may be awarded in such circumstances. 
3.7 Specail Circumstances 
(a) Year 3 and Year 4 
(i) A student who is unable, through illness or other ex-
tenuating circumstances, to sit some or all of the Year 
3 or Year 4 examinations, or whose performance in 
such examinations is adversely affected by illness or 
other extenuating circumstances, may be required to 
take resit examinations in the foUowing June, and shall 
not in any case be permitted to proceed to the next 
year of the course until the Examining Board is satisfied 
‘ with the level of attainment in each subject. 
(ii) No restrictions shall be placed on the marks resulting 
from such resit examinations. 
(b) Year 5 
(i) Where a student is unable, through illness or other 
extenuating circumstances, to compelte some or all 
of the Year 5 examinations, the Examining Board, at 
its discretion, may recommend the award of an aegrotat 
diploma. 
(ii) A student who does not wish to accept such an aegrotat 
award may instead resit the whole of the Year 5 exa-
minations once more only. 
4. APPEALS ‘ 
(a) Examination results shall be disclosed only by the Registrar. 
(b) Students may be shown examination scripts in the presence of 
the teacher concerned, but the scripts shall remain the property 
of the College. 
(c) A student may appeal through the Registrar for a recount of his/ 
her examination marks. The Registrar shall refer the appeal to 
the Chairman/Dean of the Department/Faculty concerned, and 
shall inform the teacher. The Chairman/E)ean shall return the 
result of the recount to the Registrar, who shall inform the 
student. An appeal for recount shall require a deposit of $10， 
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which shall be refunded if the marks are adjusted. 
(d) A student may appeal through the Registrar for reassessment 
pf his/her examination script. The Registrar shall refer the appeal 
to the Examining Board concerned, who shall return the result 
of the reassessment to the Registrar, who shall inform the student. 
An appeal for reassessment require a deposit of $50, which 
shall be refuned if the assessment is adjusted. 
(e) Appeals must be made within two weeks of the disclosure of exa-
mination results. 
(f) Results of appeals shall be determined within two months of the 
disclosure of examination results. 
5. EXAMINATION PROCEDURE 
5.1 Duties of Invigilators 
(a) teachers are requested to invigilate their own classes or to 
authorise other teachers or graduate assistants to act on their 
behalf. 
(b) Examinations shall either take place in the College hall, in 
which case a chief invigilator shall be appointed, or in the 
lecture rooms. 
(c) Invigilators are responsible for the proper conduct of 
examinations. 
(d) Invigilators should collect question papers (if they require 
the Registry to do the printing), answer books, and other 
materials from the College Registry at least 15 minutes 
before the examination is due to begiii. 
(e) Invigilators should return the marked attendance register 
and any unused answer books to the Registry at the end of 
the examination. 
(f) Invigilators should make announcements as required. 
(g) Invigilators should maintain constant vigilance and not 
converse unnecessarily with students or other invigilators. 
5.2 Procedure (Supervision and Discipline) 
(a) Admission of Candidates 
(i) Candidates may be admitted to the hall 10 minutes 
before the examination is due to begin. 
(ii) Candidates should take up their seats according to the 
iO 
seating arrangement indicated in the examination 
timetable. 
(iii) Candidates should leave their books, stationery and bags 
under their chairs or in other places specified by the 
invigilators. 
(b) Distribution of Question Papers and Answer Books 
(i) Question papers and answer books may be distributed 
according to the seating arrangement a few minutes 
before the examination is due to begin. Question papers 
should be laid face downwards on the desks. Candidates 
may turn the papers over and start working only when 
the invigilator tells them to do so. 
(ii) Invigilators should give each student only one answer 
book, except under special circumstances. Students 
should be provided with supplementary answer sheets 
if one answer book is insufficient. 
(c) Commencement of Examination 
(i) Students should be told to start at the time specified 
in the examination timetable, and the finishing time 
should be written on the blackboard for the information 
of the students. 
(ii) Half an hour after the start of the examination, the 
attendance register should be marked to record those 
who are present. Invigilators should check the students 
ID. cards to ensure that the photograph resembles 
the student and that the same name has been written 
on the answer book. 
(iii) Students not in possession of an ID. card may be per - , 
mitted to sit for the examination, provided his/her name 
is on the attendance register, but the matter should be 
reported to the Registry. 
(iv) The attendance register should be updated to include 
any late-comers. 
(d) Late Arrival 
Invigilators may allow students who arrive more than half 
an hour late to enter the examination hall, but no extra time 
should be given to them. 
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(e) Misconduct 
In the event of a student being discovered copying from the 
papers of other students, obtaining any unfair assistance 
from books, notes or papers of any kind, communicating 
with other students, or disturbing other students, that 
student may be allowed to finish the examination, but a full 
report of the circumstances, together with the answer book 
and any evidence that might have been found, should be sent 
to the Registrar. The student should be warned that he/she 
may be disqualified from that examination. 
( f ) Reminder to Students 
The invigilator should make an announcement to remind 
students when there are only 15 minutes of the examination 
time remaining. 
(g) End of Examination 
(i) When the time of the examination has been completed 
the invigilator should tell the students that the time 
is finished, that they should write their names on the 
answer book and any supplementary sheets, and that they 
should tie up loose sheets in their answer books. 
(ii) After this announcement, students are only permitted 
to write, under the supervision of the invigilators, their 
names, the title of the paper, and their section numbers. 
(iii) Students should be requested to remain in their seats 
until all the answer books have been collected, and then 
asked to leave the examination hall quickly and quietly. 
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
All students must fulfill all the requirements tabulated below in order 
to graduate: 
REQUIREMENTS YEAR 4 HIGHER DIPLOMA 
YEAR 5 
HONOURS DIPLOMA 
1. Attendance 2 years full-time 3 years full-time 
2. Course Requirements pass all the required courses stipulated by the Department concerned 
3. Cumulative Grade Point Average 
(G.P.A.) 
1.67 on all subjects 
and 
2.00 on all major subjects 
4. Credits: 
M^or 
Chiness 72 102 
English Language* 72 108 
English literature* - 108 
Economics 64 94 
Sociology 64 94 
Accountanpy 72 108 
Management 72 108 
Marketing 72 108 
Company Sec. &. Admin. - 96 
Music 72 104 , 
* English Language Major: two-thirds of the credits must be in language-
based courses. 
English literature Major: two-thirds of the credits must be in literature-
based courses. 
N.B. Year 5 students must obtain the number of credits which is the difference 
between those required for Year 4 and Year 5 in order to be eligible for the 
Honours Diploma. 
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PROGRAMMES OF STUDIES 
GENERAL 
This section provides information on the Advanced Level and Post-
Advanced Level Programmes of individual Departments. The information 
includes a general description of Departments, their aims and objectives, 
statements of requirements, methods of teaching and assessment, course 
structures and course descriptions. Students should follow closely the pattern 
of their major academic programmes as stipulated in order to fulfill the 
requirements for graduation. Students should seek advice from their de-
partments conerning their study programmes. 
THE ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME 
The aim of the Advanced Level Programme is to help students make 
the transition from secondary to tertiary education. This is often a dif-
ficult step for students in Hong Kong who find that they must rely more 
on their own initiative than in the past. The College seeks to develop in 
the student an ability to think and work independently. 
The Programme endeavours to prepare students so that they will 
perform satisfactorily in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination 
or an equivalent examination. They will then continue their education at 
Lingnan or apply their credentials to other tertiary institutions in Hong 
Kong or abroad. 
The College offers courses in subjects which are listed below. Most 
courses follow the syllabuses set by the Hong Kong Examinations Authority. 
Use of English 
English literature 
History 
Chinese Language and Literature 
Chinese History 
Business Studies 
Principles of Accounts 
Pure Mathematics 
Applied Mathematics 
Economics 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Music (Aural Studies, Musical Techniques, Musical Ifistory, 
Choral and Instrumental Ensemble) - to be counted as two 
subjects. 
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Each student must take Use of English and three other subjects 
according to the pattern stipulated by the College. 
Classes meet five or six times a week and are limited to 30 students. 
Many classes, including Use of English classes, are smaller. This facilitates a 
good relationship between teachers and students and enables the teachers 
of the College to work closely with their students in order to allow the 
students to develop their abilities to the full. 
After the satisfactory completion of the two-year Advanced Level 
Programme, student are awarded credits (Year 2 subjects only) equivalent 
to those granted to students completing the Freshman year in the U.S.A. 
and Canada and acceptable by many of their uiiiverities as transfer credtis. 
Students who obtain satisfactory results in the Hong Kong Advanced 
Level Examination or examinations of equivalent standard and meet the 
College requirements will be qualified for entry to the Post-Advanced 
Level Programme. 
POST-ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME 
The Post-Advanced Level Programme is of two or three years. The 
two-year programme (Years 3 -4 ) aims at providing students with an 
academic knowledge in a major field or professional qualification and an 
opportunity for progression to Year 5. Students who satisfactorily complete 
the 2-Year Post-Advanced Level Programme will be awarded a HIGHER 
DIPLOMA. Capable students graduating after Year 4 may apply for admis-
sion to Year 5 (the final Year of the Post-Advanced Level Programme) 
which is more specialized in nature and more intensive. Students who 
successfully complete Year 5 will be awarded an HONOURS DIPLOMA. 
At present, there are three faculties in the College: 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Department of Chinese literature and History 
Department of English Language and Literature 
Department of Social Sciences — 
Economics Major Programme 
Sociology Major Programme 
FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
Department of Accountancy Studies (HKSA/ACCA Courses) 
Department of Management 
Department of Marketing 
Company Secretarial Section (ICSA Course) 
Mathematics and Computer Section (Under preparation) 
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FACULTY OF MUSIC 
N B
- ^Ts^l^nT t o 咖 浏 a n y c o u r s e — i s -
COURSE CODING SYSTEM Each course is identified by its own course code which is composed 
ot a letter code and a number code. The course code indicates the subject 
area, course level, and whether it is a year or term course. 
^ b ^ t ^ - — ^ “彻 ^ h d f ° f t h e c o u r s e code which represents the 
Letter Code 
ACCT 
CHI 
CSA 
CPTR 
ECON 
ENG 
MATH 
MGT 
MKTG 
MUS 
PSY 
SOC 
Subject Area 
Accountancy 
Chinese 
Company Secretarship 
and Administration 
Computers and Data 
Processing 
Economics 
English 
Mathematics 
Management 
Marketing 
Music 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Number Code - This is the second half of the course code which consists 
of four digits, PQRS, where P is the first digist which 
can be 3,4, or 5;Q and Rare the second and third digits 
which can be 0 to 9; and S is the last dight which can be 
0’ l ,or 
3 = Year 3 course 
4 = Year 5 course 
,5 = Year 5 course 
PQRS 
a semester course 
first semester of a year course 
second semester of a year course 
Cf^jts (Units) and Hours — In the course description, the credits (units) 
and hours assigned to a course are indicated by three numerals in parentheses: 
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(A，B，C) 
where A = number of credits per semester for the course 
B = number of lectures (50 minutes each) per week 
C = number of lab hours or tutorials per week 
Illustrative Examples: 
CHI 3211-2 (3,3,0) = A Chinese year course at year 3 level. Course 
credit (unit) is 3 per semester, with 3 lectures per 
week and no lab hours nor tutorials. 
MGT 4780 (3,3,1) = A management semester course at year 4 level. 
Course credit is 3，with 3 lectures and 1 tutorial 
per week. 
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FACULTY OF ARTS 
The Faculty of Arts is comprehensive in the courses and the areas of 
study it includes. It consists of three Departments: Chinese Literature 
and History; English Language and Literature; and Social Sciences. This 
latter Department comprises Economics and Sociology. 
If can be seen that this Faculty with its offerings provides the student 
with a wide range of courses through the study of which he can better 
understand himself and mankind. Since the study of oneself through language, 
literature, psychology and economic and social structures is one of man's 
most important endeavours, the Faculty of Arts at lingnan College believes 
that it is providing a significant contribution to education in Hong Kong. 
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中 國 文 史 學 系 
DEPARTMENT OF CHINESE LITERATURE AND HISTORY 
A I M S 宗旨 
本系以發揚中國傳統文化’培植良好文史師資爲標的。所謂傳統文 
化者’四部三學是也：自其體言’分爲經、史、子、集四部；自其用言 
，分爲義理、辭章、考據三學。 
課程方面’力求明體達用’文學與史學並重。尊舊文而不廢新學， 
並設翻譯之科，以應當今社會所需，兼以貫徹中西文化之溝通。 
敎學方面’上溯宋明書院講學之精神’旁採歐西導師之制度，庶幾 
學近其人’周於世務，樹立開物成務，立己立人之風節。 
The Department of Chinese Literature and History aims to enhance 
the traditional culture of China and to cultivate well-trained and qualified 
teachers in this respect. The traditional Chinese culture concerns the Four 
Catalgoues (ssu-pu 四部）and the Three Learnings (san-hsueh 三學 ; A s 如 form the Four Catalogues can be classified into the Classics (ching 
經）,the History (shih 史），the Philosophy (tzu 子）and the Collected 
Works (chi 集)；and for its practice the Three Learnings can be classified 
into the Study of Reason (i-li 義理），the Literary Composition (tz'u-chang 
辭章）and the Textual Criticism (k'ao-chii 考據）. 
In respect of curriculum, it is mostly emphasized to understand 
thoroughly the form of literature and to achieve its functions. Both Litera-
ture and Hstory are stressed parallelly in this department. Not only the 
Chinese classics are appreciated, but also the works of modern Chinese 
literature. Besides, course like Chinese-English Translation is offered with a 
view to meeting the need of our contemporary society and having a 
thorough cultural exchange between the East and the West. 
East and the West. 
With regard to teaching and learning, this deprtment expects to trace 
to the source of spirit of the Sung-Ming Schools and also adopts the in-
structional system of the West in hopes of similar learning to their indivi-
duality, adapting to the current world affairs 'as well as establishing self 
achievement being examples for others. 
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ADMISSION AND ACADEMIC PROGRAMME 入學及修習程序 
本系設有政府認可之大專二、二、一制，第三、四年高級文憑及第 
五年榮譽文憑課程。凡具有香港高級程度考試或倫敦大學入學試兩科合 
格（其中包括中國語言文學或中國歷史）之學生’得申請入學攻讀高級 
戈憑課程。具有認可之專上畢業文憑，可申請進修榮譽文憑課程。 
學生修畢第三、四年課程，成績合格’取得七十二學黠以上’並經 
«會議通過，可獲頒大專高級文憑0修畢第五年課程，成績合格，取 
得三十學勲以上，並經敎務會議通過’可獲頒大專榮譽文憑。 
The Department of Chinese literature and History offers Higher 
Diploma programme (Years 3 and 4) and Honours Diploma programme 
(Year 5) of the accredited 2-2-1 System. An applicant for admission to the 
Higher Diploma programme must have obtained a minimum of two subjects 
passed (including Chinese Language and Literature and Chinese History) 
in Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination or G.C.E. Examination. An 
applicant for admission to the Honours Diploma programme must have art 
accredited Post-Secondary diploma. The Higher Diploma is awarded only to 
a student who succeeds to complete Years 3 and 4 programmes and obtains 
a total of not less than 72 credit hours. The Honours Diploma is awarded 
only to a student who succeeds to complete Year 5 programme and obtains 
a total of not less than 30 credit hours. Both diplomas are to be awarded 
with the approval of the Academic Board. 
ASSESSMENT成縝評核 
學生學業成績之評估，乃綜合其平時學習表現，功課深淺，論文精 
粗，考試優劣而定。 
Assessments of students are based on a combination of their academic 
performance during the session, together with assignments, term papers and 
examinations. 
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YEAR4第四年 
Required Courses 必 修 科 目 CHI 4011-2 Chinese Phonology 轚韻學 CHI 4021-2 ~ ” CHI 4031-2 CHI 4041-2 CHI 4051-2 
Electives 
CHI 4511-2 CHI 4521-2 CHI 4531-2 CHI 4541-2 CHI 4551-2 
CHI 4561-2 
w —_�丁 3 Readings and Exercise in Poetry 詩選及習作 3 Shih-ching and Ch*u Tz'u 詩經.楚辭 3 History of Chinese Intellectual Thought 中國學術思想史 3 Chinese Social and Economic History 丰國社會®瀹史 3 
選修科目 
Introduction to Chinese Language and Script 中國語文通諭 Study of the Sung Poetry 宋詩研贫 Readings and Exercise in Tz'u 詞逮及習作 3 
U-chi譫記選讚 
Modern Chinese Literature n： Fiction & 
Drama現代文學(二）小說與戯劇 Advanced Translation 高級詡譁 
18 18 36 
Higher Diploma: 72 
COURSE STRUCTURE 課程網要 
YEAR 3第三年 
Required Courses 必修科目 CHI 3011-2 
CHI 3021-2 
學分數目 
Number of Credits 
上學期丨下畢期合計 
1st 2nd 
Term Term Total 
Chinese Etymology 文字學 
Readings in Prose of the Various Periods • 
Practical Exercise歷代文選.各M文習作 CHI 3031-2 Lun-Yii 諭語導讚 CHI 3041-2 History of Chinese Literature 中國文舉史 CHI 3051-2 History of Chinese Culture 中國文化史 
Electives 選修科目 
CHI 3511-2 Chinese Phonetics and Speech 國語發昔畢 CHI 3521-2 Studies of the Prose of Han Yu and Liu Tsung-
yiian韓柳文研究 CHI 3531-2 Mencius and Hsun-tzu 孟荀選讀 CHI 3541-2 Chinese Classical Fiction and Drama 古典小說與戲劇 CHI 3551-2 Modern Chinese Literature I: Poetry & Prose 
現代文學(一)新詩與散文 CHI 3561-2 Elementary Translation 初級®譁 
18 18 36 
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Required Coutses 必修科目 CHI 5011-2 Chinese Semasiology SV詁學 CHI 5021-2 Tso-chuan 左傳選讚 CHI 5031-2 Chinese Literary Criticism 文學批枰 CHI 5041-2 Historical Methods 史,方法 
選修科目 
Chao-ming Wen-hsflan 昭明文選 
Introduction to the Study of Poetry 詩學通論 
Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu 老莊選請’ 3 3 6 
Creative Writing 文畢痛lj作’ 
Shih-chi and Han-shu 史漢選讀 
15 15 30" 
Honours Diploma1： 102 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
c m 3011 -2 Chinese Etymology 文字學 （3, 3，0) 
本科目旨在說明漢字之特質與流變，進而研究漢字之構造法則。 
講授大綱： 
(一)緒論 
(二)中國文字搆造法則 
1.六書名稱及其次第問題 
2•六書分說 
(三)中國字體之演變 
1.字體分類：古文、籀文、•篆書、隸書（古隸、揩書）、草書、行 
書 ° 
2.書寫工具問題6 
This course deals with the characteristics, changes and structural principles 
of Chinese characters. The contents are: (1) inttoduction; (2) structural 
principles of Chinese characters: a： terms of Liu Shu (the six categories of 
Chinese characters) and the problems of their arrangements, b. analysis of 
Liu Shu; (3) changes and developments of the Chinese characters: a. classifi-
cation of the styles of characters: archaic script, large seal script, seal script, 
clerical script (ancient clerical aiid regular scripts), cursive script and running 
script, b. the problems of writing tools. 
Practical Exercise歷代文選•各體文習作 （3，3,0) 
Electlves 
CHI 5511-2 
CHI 5521-2 
CHI 5531-2 
CHI 5541-2 
CHI 5551-2 
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本課程選講漢、魏及以下各種文體’以觀其變，隨而習作，以鍊其 
思，冀其有文有筆，亦古亦今也。 
This course includes rhetoric and styles of prose writing of the Han, Wei 
and later dynasties with a view to deepening the student's understanding 
of its changes in the course of time and his ability to write classical Chinese. 
Cffl 3031-2 Lun-Yii 論語導讚 (3,3,0) 
簡朝亮先生論語述疏序曰：「論語之經’六經之精也！百氏之要也！萬 
世之師也！所謂自生民以來’未有盛於孔子也。」程子曰：「頤自十七 
八讀論語’當時已曉文義’讀之愈久’但覺意味深長。」是以論語一經 
’不可'不讓•且須熟讀也。倘能成誦於口 ’涵泳在心，則立身行世，可 
無大過矣° 
Chien Chao-liang's Preface to Lun Yii with Commentary says, "Lun-yii is 
the essence of the Six Classics, the themes of the hundred schools, and the 
paragon for all generations! Since the beginning of mankind, none can 
excel Confucius." Ch'eng I said, “I studied Lun-yii at seventeen or eighteen 
and had already understood its meaning at that time. As long as I study it, 
I feel deeply moved by its profound meaning." The text Lun-yu will be 
studied intensively and recited out of memory for guidance of oneself. 
Cffl 3041-2 History of Chinese Literature 中國文學史 （3，3,0) 
本科旨在闌述中國文學之特質及其起源發展經過。講授內容：自六 
經諸子’楚辭漢賦’六朝儷體’唐詩宋詞，元明劇曲，遜淸小說，以及 
五四以降之新文學，皆擇要叙述’俾學生對我國文學之性質，與各體文 
章之流變，有梗槪之認識。 
This course aims at explaining the characteristics of Chinese literature. 
The contents are: the Six Classics, the works of different philosophers, 
Ch'u Tz'u, the Han "fu", rhythmical prose of the Six Dynasties, the T'ang 
poetry, the Sung Tz'u, the drama of the Ylian and Ming Dynasties, the 
fiction of the Ch'ing and the modern Chinese literature after the May 
Fourth Movement. Selections of topics will be lectured on to acquaint 
students with the nature of Chinese literature and changes of various literary 
styles. 
CHI 3051-2 History of Chinese Culture 中國文化史 (3,3,0) 
本科旨在閨述中國政治、經濟、學術、文藝、科學各方面演進之迹 
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。講授綱要爲：(-)中國文化之地理背景(二)國家凝成與民族融和(三)古代觀 
念與古代生活_秦漢以降夂治政府之演進(£)傳統之經濟思想與經濟政策 
(六魏晋以降文藝與美術之成就(七)魏晋以降中印文化之融和與新宗敎之發 
展(八)中西接觸與文化更新。 
This course aims at giving a general study of the trend of developments in 
politics, economics, literature, arts and science in China. The course contents 
are: (1) geographical background of the Chinese culture, (2) formation of 
the nation and harmony of the Chinese people, (3) ancient concepts and 
way of life, (4) development of government after the Ch'in and Han 
Dynasties, (5) traditional economic thought and policy, (6) achievement of 
literature and art, and fine arts after the Wei and Tsin Dynasties, (7)harmony 
of the Sino-Indian culture and development of new religion after the Wei 
and Tsin Dynasties, and (8) contacts between the East and the West and 
cultural renovation. 
CHI 3511-2 Chinese Phonetics and Speech 國語發音學 （3，3，0) 
本課程內容包括國語注眘符號、注音字母、臀調、羅馬拼音、拼音 
法、及會話練習等。 
This course deals with the study of vowels, consonants, intonation in 
Mandarin, practice in Mandarin speech sounds, romanization and pronun-
ciation. It is offered for Chinese majors. 
CHI 3521-2 Studies of the Prose of Han Yii 韓柳文硏究 and Liu Tsung-yiian (3,3,0) 
有唐文章，詩稱李、杜，文推憐、柳。退之爲文，以宗經載道爲歸。倡 
言復古之道而學古之文，閎其中而肆其外，務去陳言，辭必己出，’能自 
樹立不因循，一洗魏晋以來雕章繪句之習，而返之於三代兩漢，東坡稱 
其「文起八代之衰，道濟天下之溺。」誰曰不宜。子厚爲文，本於羣經 
諸子，旁及騷、史、水經，晚If山水之助’興寄遙深’遂爲文家絕境。 
二公之文，承先啓後，古今文章之樞紉，治古文者，無不問津於是。 
本課目的，在析其源而究其流，以明其取之於前者何在？而啓之於後者 
又何在？ 一一詳究而精講之，以爲學古文者之一助云。 
Of the T'ang literature, Li Po and Tu Fu were admired greatly for their 
works on poetry, while Han Yti and Liu Tsung-yiian were praised for 
their works on prose. Han Yu's prose aimed at honouring classics and 
conveying moral principles. He advocated to revive traditions and to learn 
ancient styles of writing. To him, writings should be rich in substance and 
graceful in style in order to remove hackneyed expressions. Diction and 
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language should be created by the writer's own self, establishing his style 
and not imitating that of the others. He cleansed the habit of polishing and 
ornamental writing styles since the Wei and Chin Dynasties and returned to 
the literary styles of the Hsia, Shang, Chou and Two Han. It is true that 
Su Tung-po extolled him as "spearheading a literary resurgence after a 
decline during the eight dynasties, relieving others in great difficulty and 
benefiting the age with moral principles" Liu Tsung-yiian's prose writing 
originated from all the classics and the various schools of thinkers, also 
touching on Li-sao, Shih-chih and Shui-ching. He was inspired by natural 
beauty of landscape and thus became ai^  incomparable talent in writing 
landscape essays. Both writers' prose works are the masterpieces in all times, 
to be the heir to ancient sages and the teacher of posterity. Those who 
devote themselves to learning writings will study their prose works. The 
purpose of this course is to study the origin and development of their works 
in details and to be as a help for them. 
CHI 3531-2 Mencius and Hsiin-tzu 孟荀選讀 （3,3，0) 
史記列傳，孟 f與 f i l卿同列。至唐树氏，獨尊與之。宋之賢者，以爲可 
躋之尼山之次，崇其書以配論語。故孟 f書得列羣經之末者，自宋始也 
。而孟子亦自言曰：「乃所願則學孔子也。」故孟子書可爲論語之羽翼 
，求觀聖人之道，必自孟f•始也。又孔F詳於仁，孟子詳於義，而荀f•詳 
於禮，皆儒家之籍也。然荀子隆禮太甚，故其末乃流於法。夫禮之與法 
，直比鄰耳，故禮記樂記曰：「禮樂刑政，其極一也。」程f曰：「荀子 
極偏駁，只一句性惡，大本已失。」蘇子瞻曰：「李斯之所以.私秦者， 
皆出於荀卿。」言雖過激，豈無見哉！婢3黎曰：「及得荀氏書，考其 
辭，時若不粹，要其歸，與孔 f異者鮮矣。」太史公曰：「及如荀卿孟 
子，往往捃摭春秋之文以著書。」故史記立孟荀列傳之目。則先賢之論 
荀子不一致也。今讀荀子書，固當取其合乎道者。至其害義之言，亦須 
尋摘，以探先賢所以異同之故也。 
In the Collected Biographies of Shih-chi, Mencius and Hsiin Tzu were both 
of the same class. It was not until the T'ang Dynasty that Han Yu served 
Mencius particularly. In the Sung Dynasty, the men of virtue regarded 
Mencius to be next to Confucius and esteemed his book to match Lun-yu. 
Therefore it was the Sung Dynasty that the Book of Mencius would first 
be listed as the last of the Classics. Mencius himself also said, "So what 
I wish is to imitate Confucius.，’ The Book of Mencius can be the next to 
Lun-joi. To observe further teachings of the sages, one must start from the 
Book of Mencius. Moreover, Confucius expounded humanity, Mencius that 
of righteousness and Hsiin Tzu that of propriety. All of them were 
Confucianists. Hsiin Tzu, however, exalted propriety too much, so he had 
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a tendency to the laws at the end. Propriety and laws are closely related. 
Li-chi, “Record of Music" stated, "As for propriety, music and punishment, 
the ends are the same. Ch'eng Tzu said, "Hsiin Tzu is quite biased and 
complicated. Just a statement 'the human nature is evil' has made its origin 
lost." Su Tzu-chan remarked, "Li Ssu served the Ch'in emperor because of 
Hsiin Ch'ing." Although his words were radical, how could it be that he had 
no view. Han Ch'ang-li said, “Until the reach of the books of Hsiin Tzu, 
one considers his sayings which were not essential, but were not different 
from those of Confucius at the end." Ssu-ma Ch'ien said, "And as Hsiin 
Ch'ing and Mencius usually collected the diction of Ch'un-ch'iu to write 
their books." Therefore, Shih-chi established the heading 'the Collected 
Biographies of Mencius and Hsiin Tzu.' The previous worthies' remarks on 
Hsiin Tzu were not unanimously. However, present readers of the Book of 
Hsiin Tzu should take his sayings that cope with the "Tao". We should also 
look for those evil ones in order to pick out the reasons of their similarities 
and dissimilarities of the previous worthies. 
CHI 3541-2 Chinese Classical Fiction and Drama 古典小說與戲劇（3, 3，0) 
本課程旨在使學生明瞭中國古典小說與戲劇之風格形式及其淵源沿 
革’並指導學生閱讀魏晋卤北朝之短篇小說、唐代傳奇、宋元明之話本 
小說、明淸章回小說，及元明淸各種戲曲劇作等。 
This course is a survey of the characteristics and development of the Chinese 
classical fiction and drama in the history of Chinese literature. The students 
through selected readings from the short stories of the Six Dynasties, the 
"ch'uan-ch'i" of the T'ang and Sung Dynasties, "hua-pen" fiction of the 
Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties, and the Ming, Ch'ing drama by represenative 
novelists and dramatists will gain a basic knowledge of these particular types 
of literature. 
CHI 3551-2 Modern Chinese Literature I:現代文學㊀ 
Poetry and Prose 新詩與散文 （3,3,0) 
本課程將槪括介紹自五四運動至四十年代末期的中國新詩和散文。 
除講授該時期的文學發展及理論外，並加以評論各代表作家的作品及論 
析其與古典文學 > 西方文學的關係。 A study of modern Chinese poetry and prose from the May Fourth Move-
ment in 1919 to the late forties. This course, in addition to surveying liter-
ary history, theory and criticism, lays emphasis and criticism of represent-
ative works by major poets and writers, and the assessment of modern 
Chinese literature in the light of its relation to Chinese classical literature as 
well as to western literature. 
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CHI 3561-2 Elementary Translation 初級翻譯 （3,3，0) 
本課程講授中譯英及英譯中的基本原理和技巧，內容包括中、英文 
造句法、名詞、動詞及各類詞的翻譯。 
This introductory course is designed to acquaint the student with basic 
principles and techniques of translation from English into Chinese and vice 
versa. It includes the translation and transcription of nouns, verbs and other 
parts of speech, contrastive syntax and types of translation. 
CHI 4011-2 Chinese Phonology 聲韻學 （3’ 3，0) 
本科講授大綱： 
(一)緖論 
(二)聲°:⑷三十六母(b)廣韻聲類(c)古臀分部(d)國語注音符號之饯母 
(三)韻：㈤廣韻之韻類 (b)古韻說略 (c )國語注音符號之韻母 
(四)調：⑷啓調之義意⑶四聲論⑷古今臀調之比較 
(五)反切及其流弊 . 
This course includes: (1) introduction; (2) phonetics: a. the thirty-six 
initials, b. the initials of Kuang-ylin, c. classifications used in the past, d. 
the initials of Kuo Yu; (3) principles ofYun: a. classification in Kuang-yiin, 
b. classifications used in the past, c. the finals of Kuo Yii; (4) tone: a. 
principle of tone, b. the four tones, c. comparison between ancient and 
contemporary tones ； (5) Fan-ch'ieh. 
CHI 4021-2 Readings and Exercise in Poetry 詩選及習作 （3,3，0) 
ffi於唐’厥體大備’亦有唐之樂府也。本舉程偏重唐詩’亦兼習作。 
至於漢魏六朝之制，則於「詩學通論」詳之。别有「宋詩研究」一課’ 
貝傳主宋詩，分年開講’庶幾詩道備矣。 
Poetry achieved its forms in the T'ang Dynasty with its "yiieh-fu" (Music 
Bureau poems). This course emphasizes the T'ang poetry and exercise in 
writing classical poetry. The course "Introduction to the Study of Poetry" 
will deal with the poetry of the Han, Wei and Six Dynasties, while another 
course "Study of the Sung Poetry" emphasizes on the Sung poetry. These 
three courses, offered in alternate years, will provide an intensive study of 
classical poetry. 
CHI 4031 -2 Shih-ching and Ch'u Tz'u 詩 經 • 楚 辭 （3,3，0) 
虞書曰：「詩言志，歌永言。」詩序曰：「詩者志之所之也，在心爲志 
，發言爲詩’情動於中而形於言。」孟子曰：「詩亡而後春秋作。」夫 
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春秋主襃貶而詩主美刺，其義一也。若夫其用’殆在於言。孔子曰：「 
不學詩’無以言也。」是故治詞章之學者必歸詩囿挹其聲采者乎° 
劉彥和曰：「自風雅寢聲’莫或抽緒’奇文鬱起’其離騷哉！以故兩漢 
之後’六朝以還，或獵其艷辭，或拾亭香草，衣被詞人，非一代也。」 
兹以之羽翼夫三百，且尋其未殫於九章也° 
The Book ofYii says, "Poetry is the expression of sentiments, and songs are 
these expressions set to music." The Preface to the Classic of Poetry says, 
"Poetry is the product of the emotions. In the heart it is emotion; expressejl 
in words it is poetry. The feelings are moved within and take form in words.，’ 
Mencius also said, "Then the odes ceased to be made, the Ch'un-ch'iu was 
produced." It is same in meaning that Ch'un-ch'iu emphasizes on praise 
and censure while Shih-ching on euphemism and satirical allegory. Their 
use is on expression in sayings. Confucius said, "If one does not learn the 
odes, one will not be fit to converse with." Thus those who study literature 
will remain in the poetic garden to pick rhythmical beauty of writing. Liu 
Hsieh said, "After the 'feng' and ^a’ were no longer written, nothing 
worthy emerged to continue the development. Then a remarkable literary 
achievement arose in a burst of slender: the Li-sao! After the Two Han and 
the Six Dynasties, the poets borrowed their [Ch'ti Yiian's and Sung Yii's] 
elegant language or borrowed their moral metaphors as that of 'fragrant 
grass'. Those who were influenced by them include poets of more than one 
generation." It was thus nourished the Three Hundred Poems and traced 
the not wholly study of Chiu-chang. 
CHI 4041-2 History of Chinese Intellectual Thought 中國學術思想史 
(3,3,0) 
本課旨在闡發各時代學術思想主要潮流所在，使學者得識古今學術 
流變之大趨’以培養其適應啓新機運之能力°每學期作讀書報吿乙篇’ 
以爲獨立思考與深入發掘問題之緞鍊。 
This course aims at explaining development of Chinese intellectual thought 
of various periods. It acquaints the students with the main trends of intel-
lectual thought from ancient times to the present and cultivates in them an 
ability to adapt to modern enlightenment. A written report on topics is 
required at the end of each semester in order to train the students to think 
independently and to undertake in-depth research. 
CHI 4051-2 Chinese Social and Economic History 中國社會經濟史(3，3,0) 
本課程旨在闡釋中國歷代社會經濟之發展與演變，俾學者對中國社 
會經濟有一槪括之認識。 
This course aims at helping the students to gain an understanding of the 
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changes, developments and vicissitudes of Chinese society and economy in 
successive periods. 
CHI 4511-2 Introduction to Chinese Language and Script 中國語文通論 
(3,3,0) 
本科通論中國語言文字之結搆及其特質。內容包括語音、語法、•語 
義、文字、方言各方面之介紹° 
This course deals with the structure and characteristics of the Chinese 
language. The course contents are: (1) phonology, (2) grammar, (3) seman-
tics, (4) paleography, and (5) dialectology. 
CHI 4521-2 Study of the Sung Poetry 宋詩硏究 （ 3 ’ 3 ’ 0 ) 
詩體至唐’然後大備’迨至於宋，然後極變。劉彥和曰••「至巧然後闡 
其妙’至變然後通其數°」理固然也。本課程由西崑起’至王元之爲一 
轉捩黠，承之者爲歐、梅、舜欽’ ‘然後宋采始定。迨至荆公、蘇、黃， 
其變極矣，而東坡爲大家。南北宋之間，陳與義又一轉捩熙，承之者尤 
、楊、范、陸，而放翁爲大家，元遺山爲殿焉。雖曰至變，皆學唐也！ 
本謖程研究宋人如何學唐而至變也；蓋亦猶殷因夏禮而損益之義者也。 
Poetic form was completed in the T'ang Dynasty and vastly changed in the 
Sung Dynasty. Liu Yen-ho said, "Only the most subtle soul understands 
their secret, and only the most spiritual mind comprehends theit number." 
This course starts from the poets of the Hsi-k'un School up to Wang Yuan-
chih as the turning point. The successors were Ou-yang Hsiu, Mei Yao-ch'en 
and Su Shun-ch'in. Thus the poetic style of the Sung Dynasty was set. 
Poetry changed greatly till the time of Wang An-shih, Huang T'ing-chien 
and Su Tung-p'o, and the latter was the great master. Ch'en Yvi-i was the 
turning point between the Northern Sung and the Southern Sung Dynasties. 
The successors were Yu Mou, Yang Wan-li, Fan Ch'eng-ta and Lu Yu. The 
latter was the great master, while Yuan Hao-wen was the last-placed of this 
period. Although it can be said that the Sung poets experienced great 
changes in poetic form, they all imitated that of the T'ang and came to 
their changes in poetic form. 
CHI 4531-2 Readings and Exercise in Tz'u 詞選及習作 （3，3,0) 
詞始於唐而盛於宋，亦有宋之樂府也’自具香草美人之思’然亦有鐵鼓 
銅琶之慨，言是詩餘’恐未足括也’亦重習作° . 
Tz'u originated in the T'ang Dynasty and flourished in the Sung Dynasty 
with the form of "yueh-fu" (Music Bureau poems). Tz'u not only embodies 
the sentiment of "fragrant grass" and "beauty", but also the rhythmical 
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feeling of drum and p'i-pa. Though tz'u is called "shih-yu", it does not 
include all. This course is also with emphasis on exercise of writing tz'u. 
CHI 4541-2 U c^W 禮記選讀 (3 ,3,0) 
太史公曰：「書傳禮記自孔氏。」及今考之，禮記諸篇’非必自孔子之 
所傳也’朱子又以儀禮爲經’禮記爲傳。記曰：「禮也者猶體也。 j (禮 
記琴器）又曰：「禮者履此者也。 j (祭義）訓兼體履，蓋謂儀禮，主 
矜行也0故儀禮以禮名篇。記又曰：「禮也者理也。」（仲尼燕居)理 
即義也，故禮記以義立目；夫義則萬古常新，而儀則於今異制，是故禮 
記不以不讀也。然篇翰浩繁’以一年所修，未能盡讀’但選篇中格言 
，合乎今日立身行世者’以講說之，去貌取神’發眞義蘊，庶可尋聖門 
習禮之迹云爾。 
Ssu-ma Ch'ien, the Grand Historian said, "Shang-shu, Tso-chuan and Li-chi 
(Book of Rites) were compiled by confucius. ‘‘At present, however, it has 
been verified that Li-chi and other classics were not handed down, from 
Confucius. Chu Hsi named I-li (Book of Etiquette and Ceremonial) as a 
classic while Li-chi as a commentary. The Book of Rites says, "Rite is just 
like the form.’’ (Li-chi, "Sacrificial Vesel’’）It also says, "Rite means to 
perform this." ("Sacrificial Principle") Teachings consist of form and 
performance. This is called I-li taking performance as the purport. So I-li 
takes rite as its title. Li-chi also states, "Rite is reason." (Chung-ni, "Living 
at Ease") Reason is righteousness, thus Li-chi takes righteousness to 
establish its contents. Moreover, righteousness is eternally new, while 
etiquette is now different in system. Hence the text of Li-chi must be 
studied. Although its chapters and pages are numerous and could not be all 
studied within an academic year, selections of main sayings for guidance of 
oneself will be lectured on in order to obtain the essence of its teaching 
and to exalt its meaning of words. In doing so, one may almost seek the 
traces of ritual teachings of the sages. 
CHI 4551 -2 Modern Chinese Uteratuie n：現代文學㊁ 
Fiction and Drama 小說與觑劇 （3,3,0) 
本課程將槪括介紹自五四運動至四十年代末期的中國小說與戲劇。 
並研究各代表作家的作品特色、內容、風格和影響，及評述其在中國現 
代文學史上的地位。 
This course is an introduction to the development of modern Chinese 
drama and fiction from the May Fourth Movement in 1919 to the late 
forties, and through a study of representative works by major writers, 
investigates their characteristics, contents and styles, their significance in 
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modern times and their literary attainments and positions in the history 
of modern Chinese literature. 
CHI 4561-2 Advanced Translation 高級翻譯 (3,3,0) 
本課程旨在訓練學生翻譯各類文體技巧，如小說、詩歌、敎文及劇 
本等。翻譯習作1自古文和白話文，並加以閱析批評翻譯作品。 
This course is designed to train the student in the skills of translating various 
types of literature: short stories, novels, drama, poetry and prose. Selected 
passages for translation are mainly Chinese classical, modern and contem-
poraiy literature with critical appreciation. 
CHI 5011-2 Chinese Semasiology 訓詁學 （3,3,0) 
_目的：本科目旨在使學生明瞭漢語稱謂有古今雅俗之異，掌握其對 
應規律，並認識訓詁之重要文獻。 
講授大綱： 
(一）訓詁起因、效用及工具簡說 
(二）訓詁法： 
1.音訓 
2.義訓 
3.術語 • 
(三）訓詁文獻簡介 
This course aims at helping students to understand that the appellation of 
Chinese language has differences between the refined and the popular in 
the ancient and modern times so as to grasp its principles and acquaint with 
the key documents on semasiology. The course contents are: (1) introduction 
of causes, effects and tools of semasiology; (2) methods of semasiology: 
a. Yin-hsiin, b. I-hsiin, c. terminology, and (3) introduction of documents 
on semasiology. 
CHI 5021-2 Tso^huan 左傳選讀 （3，3,0) 
史記十二諸侯年表序曰：「孔子明王道，干七十餘君，莫能用，故西觀 
周室，論史記舊聞，興於魯而次春秋，上記隱，下至哀之獲麟，約其辭 
文’去其煩重’以制義法，……魯君子左丘明，懼弟子人人異端，各安 
其意，失其眞，故因孔子史記，具論其語，成左氏春秋。」故讓春秋而 
不由傳’乃如入居室而不由戶也。「左丘明受經於仲尼。」（孔穎逹春 
秋左傳序）故於三傳中’應從左氏以探春秋之歸趣，猶必參之公、榖之 
異同，則孔子之微言大義，庶哉得之。 
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Shih-chi's Preface to the Chronological Tables of Twelve Feudal Princes 
says, "Confucius expounded the kingly ways of government by justice. 
He seeked for an audience with more than seventy princes, but could not 
be employed. Thus he observed the House of Chou westward and com-
mented on the hearsay traditions of the historical records which occured 
in the State of Lu. Compiling the Spring and Autumn Annals in order, 
he recorded from the reign of Duke Yin of Lu up to that of Duke Ai of Lu 
who captured the female unicorn. He condensed the narrative diction, 
abolished the repetitions and fixed the regulations of justice . . . Tso Ch'iu-
ming, a man of virtue in the State of Lu feared that every disciple would 
adopt different principles and each bore own interpretation and lost the 
truth. Therefore he followed Confucius' historial records to discuss all his 
phrases and completed writing Tso-shih Ch'un-ch'iu. Thus, those who 
study Ch'un-ch'iu without starting from the commentary are identical to 
those who enter the house without going through its door. K'ung Ying-ta's 
Preface to Ch'un-ch'iu Tso-chuan states, "Tso Ch'iu-ming received classic 
teaching from Chung-ni.” Hence, among three commentaries, students must 
follow Tso-shih to probe into the objectives of Ch'un-ch'iu, and also collate 
the similarities and dissimilarities of Kung-yang and Ku-liang commentaries. 
The abstruse meaning of Confucius will then be obtained. 
CHI 5031 '2 Chinese Literary Criticism 文學批評 （3，3，0) 
本課程研究中國文學批評理論之發展及其演變歷史，包括對歷代重 
要作家及其作品之批評，例如：魏晋南北朝、隋唐五代、宋元明淸之文 
學批評，尤以文心雕龍和詩品作爲研究對象。 
This course proposes to deal with a survey of the history of Chinese literary 
criticism. Appropriate selected readings from major works of literary 
criticism from the Six Dynasties through the Ch'ing Dynasty, particularly 
Wen-hsin tiao-lung and Shih-p'in, will be studied intensively. 
CHI 5041-2 Historical Methods 史學方法 （3，3，0) 
本科旨在使學生明瞭治史之方法、原理’以進行獨立研究。講授內 
容：（一）歷史之性質與目的（二）歷史與其他學科之關係（三）史學 
之原理（四）史實史事之推斷（五）史料之選擇、考訂與剪裁（六）史 
體之比較批評。 
The aim of this course is to help the students to understand the basic prin-
ciples and methods governing the study of history so as to prepare them for 
independent research. It contains (1) the nature and purpose of history, 
(2) the relation between history and other subjects, (3) theories of his-
torical interpretation, (4) inference of historical facts and events, (5) selection 
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of historical sources and textual research, and (6) comparative criticism of 
history. 
CHI 5511-2 Chao-ming Wen-hsiian 昭明文選 （3，3，0) 
本課程講授自漢至元朝之古文，以蕭統昭明文選所編籌之文章作爲 
研究對象，明瞭古文之淵源及流變。 
This course covers the prose work from the Han and the Six Dynasties. The 
anthology of the work "Chao-ming wen-hsiian" compiled by Hsiao T'ung 
will be dealt with intensively to follow the trends of development during 
the relevant periods. 
CHI 5521 -2 Introduction to the Study of Poetry 詩學通論 （3，3,0) 
文選序曰：「退傅有在鄒之作，降將著河梁之篇，四言五言，區以别矣 
。」夫韋孟四言’嗣音三百，河梁繼作，厥體迭興’由漢、魏而六朝’ 
見篇制之一致，中多五字之作’雖至四傑猶然也°本編之論’從其演變 
之原’以至授受之迹，並選詩註釋，以爲論証。至於「詩選及習作」.、 
「宋詩研兖」二課，皆與本編爲_科，只是分年講解，以便硏習云爾° 
Hsiao T'ung's Preface to Wen-hsiian says, "The retired tutor [WeiMengJwrote 
his 'poem in Tsou，，and the surrendered general [Li Ling]wrote the poem 
on the bridge; with them the four-word and five-word became distinct 
classes". Wei Meng composed the four-word-line form. Following the 
rhyming tone of the Three Hundred Poems, I i Ling wrote the poem on the 
bridge. Thus the paths of poetry gradually diverged. Since the Han, Wei 
and Six Dynasties, it can be viewed that the poetry came to its unity and 
among the poems the five-word-line was commonly used. This form pre-
vailed till the periods of Wang Po, Yang Chiung, Lu Chao-lin and Lo Pin-
wang. This course traces chronologically the origin and development of 
Chinese poetry; giving attention to annotations of the selected poems. This 
course is grouped with two other courses, namely, "Readings and Exercise 
in Poetry" and "Study of the Sung Poetry" which will be offered in 
alternate years. 
CHI 5531-2 Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu 老莊選讀 （3,3,0) 
老子與莊子爲我國古代傑出之思想家與文學家，影響後世，至深且 
鉅。本科之講授內容：一方選讀二家之重要代表作，闡釋其學術旨要， 
並作文學之分析欣賞。一方提出二家論及人生思想問題，作系統之講述 
，並與同期諸子作比較，以明其異同與得失所在。每學期作專題讀書報 
吿乙篇至二篇，以培養學生作深入研究之能力。 Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu, distinguished thinkers and men of letters in 
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ancient China, exerted deep influence on subsequent ages. This course 
includes: (1) a study of selected readings from these two sages, with explana-
tion of the meaning of their teachings and analytical literary appreciation, 
and (2) a systematic study of their philosophy of life in order to under-
stand their similarity and dissimilarity, and their merits and demerits as 
compared with their contemporaries. One or two written reports are required 
at the end of each semester to develop the student's ability for in-depth 
research. 
CHI 5541-2 Creative Writing 文學創作 （3，3，0) 
本課程指導學生進行創作。講授內容，包括文學創作的一般原理、文 
學作品（小說、散文、新詩及劇本）的特黙、和寫作技巧等。 
This course deals with the fundamental techniques and principles of writing 
contemporary novels, short stories, poems, essays and plays. 
CHI 5551-2 Shih-chi and Han-shu 史漢選讀 ‘ ( 3 , 3 , 0 ) 
史記爲我國正史之祖。趙甌北嘗言：「司馬遷參酌古今，發丸起例，創 
爲全史 自此例一定，歷代作史者遂不能出其範圍，信史家之極則 
也。 J班氏漢書，變通其法，以成西漢一代之史’使後人便其體制，相 
續無窮，其功亦偉矣。或以爲史記爲貫通古代之通史，漢書則斷代爲史 
，由是而歧，不知史記之前無完備之史，馬遷網羅舊聞，勒成一書，固 
無意於通或斷也。班氏生馬遷之後，勢不必追述前古，故斷自漢興以來 
’著爲漢書，整齊其文，補所未備，正以續遷，未爲背馳也。觀其志表 
，必志及前世，不限於漢，此理之固然，安可責其無相因之義，失會通 
之旨哉！學者宜比而觀之，尋其義法所在，且以爲辭章之資焉。 
Shih-chi is the origin of Standard Histories of China. Chao Ou-pei had once 
said, "Ssu-ma Ch'ien deliberated the ancient and modern times, issuing forth 
introduction and general remarks. He established the complete history . . . 
After this example was set forth, the historians of successive generations 
were then unable to break away from the scope which truly became the 
highly principle of the historians." Pan Ku changed his methods and 
established the Western Han history of his generation. This made the 
posterity convenient with his system of rules and succeed endless com-
pilations one after another. However, Pan Ku's achievement was great 
indeed. Shih-chi has been remarked as General Histories throughout 
numerous generations, while Han-shu as Dynastic Histories. Both differed 
in form thereafter. People have not known that there was no complete 
history before the compilation of Shih-chi. Ssu-ma Ch'ien collected the 
hearsay traditions and completed the works. Of course, he paid no attention 
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to whether it was general or dynastic. Pan Ku, born after Ssu-ma Ch'ien, 
needed not trace to narrate the past. Therefore, since the flourishing Han 
Dynasty, Pan Ku compiled Han-shu, arranging the essays in or^er and 
making them complete. He followed Ssu-ma Ch'ien's style without pro-
ceeding in opposite directions. In view of his Monographs and Tables, 
Pan Ku did record the histories of the previous dynasties, not only bound 
to the Han itself. As this ought to be. How can one blame that Pan Ku 
had no principle of following one from the other and lost the- purport of 
thorough understanding? Students must compare and study them, 
searching the proper principle and taking them as assistance for literary 
compositions. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The importance of English in Hong Kong cannot be denied and the 
courses developed by this Department offer a very wide experience within 
the English language. This experience is in three basic areas: writing, speaking 
and literature; and in each year of study the student has the opportunity 
to work simultaneously in all three fields. The writing courses will teach 
specific skills, such as the composition of business letters and reports, and 
the use of appropriate styles for any writing a graduate may be called upon 
to do in his future career. The spoken English courses will concentrate on 
correct patterns and intonation and aim to develop students' oral and aural 
skills and thus their confidence and success in communicating directly 
with other English speakers. The literature courses will introduce the student 
to other important aspects of the use of language which are necessary for 
the good understanding of a language and the people who speak it. 
The English Department will begin the Year 3 student's course with 
an intensive introduction to study skills, to teach him how to take notes, 
how to use reference material, how to plan his studies and other skills which 
are an essential part of all students' work. 
The courses are designed to offer as flexible a programme as possible. 
Students intending to major in English will be able within certain limits 
to tailor a course of study which will fit their particular needs and aspirations. 
Students in the college in all other departments are strongly encouraged to 
take courses in the English Department so as to be well-prepared for their 
future careers. A large and varied number of combinations of courses is 
possible and to be recommended, whatever career the student may eventually 
’ enter. 
MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT 
A. Two A-level passes 
B. A grade of A, B or C in the Use of English Examination. In some 
cases a grade of D will be acceptable. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE HIGHER DIPLOMA 
A. Required number of credits: 18-20 per term. 
B. Candidates for the English Language Higher Diploma and Certificate 
of Oral Proficiency will be required to take not less than two-thirds 
of their credits in language-based courses, and will need a total of 72-80 
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credits by the end of Year 4. In addition to the two-year English 
Language Hi^ier Diploma, it is possible for the. student to receive an 
Honours Diploma by taking 3640 credits in Year 5. 
C. Assessment will be determined by a combination of continuous in-
class assessment and by written and oral examinations. 
LITERATURE HONOURS DIPLOMA 
A. Required number of credits: 18-20 per term 
B. The literature Honours Diploma is a three-year course, in which 
candidates will be required to take not less than two-thirds of their 
credits in literature-based courses, and will need a total of 108-120 
credits by the end of Year 5. 
C. Assessment will be determined by a combination of continuous in-
class assessment and by papers and examinations. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
A. Business English courses include Business Communication, Business Reports and Business Letters. 
B. The level of elective and foundation courses is indicated by B (basic) or A (advanced). 
C. English language and literature courses are also open to post-A-level students from all other areas of study. 
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ENG 4141-2 
Qeative Writing (B) 3 
Human Geography and Current Affairs (B) 3 
Expository Writing (A) 3 
Public Speaking (A) 3 
Western Civilisation (A) 3 
" T ? "30 
TTie Essay (B) 
The Short Story (B) 
The Bible as Literature (B) 
Folktale and Ballad (B) 
Mythology (B) 
The Novel (A) 
Drama (A) 
World Literature (A) 
Chaucer and Other Middle English 
Literature (A) 3 3 
American Literature (A) 4 4 
Higher Diploma: 18 to 26 72 to 80 
Honours Diploma*: 54 to 66 108 to 120 
Language Counes: 
ENG 3091-2 Business Communication (B) 
ENG 3100 Business Letters (B) 
ENG 3110 Business Reports (B) ENG 3121-2 British History (B) FREN3011-2 French (B) FREN4011-2 French (A) 
Literature Counes: 
Note: (i) An English Language Diploma candidate may also choose electives from the 
Compulsory Courses of the Literature Diploma, 
(ii) Students from other areas of study at the College may take compulsory and/ 
or elective courses from both the English Language and Literature areas. 
* The English Language Honours Diploma (Year 5) is under consideration pending recruitment of specialist staff in areas such as translation, linguistics, rhetoric, etc. 
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COURSE STRUCTURE 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DIPLOMA Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
1. Compulaoty Foundation Courses - to be taken in Year 3: Term Term Total 
ENG 3010 Practical Phonetics (B) 3 ENG 3020 Stress and Intonation (B) - 3 *ENG 3030 Basic Grammar (B) 3 ENG 3040 Advanced Grammar (B) — 3 ENG 3051-2 Development of English Vocabulary (B) 3 3 ENG 3061-2 Comprehensive Communication Skills (B) 3 3 
12 12 24 
* Basic Grammar is not required if the student has grades A, B, or C in Use of English. 
2. Additional Compulsoiy Counes - to be taken in Year 3 014: 
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ENG 4141-2 
The Essay (B) 3 _ 
The Short Story (B) _ 3 
The Bible as Literature (B) 3 一 
Folktale and Ballad (B) 3 
Mythology (B) 3 3 
The Novel (A) 3 3 
Drama (A) 3 3 
World Literature (A) 4 4 
Chaucer and Other Middle English 
Literature (A) 3 3 
American Literature (A) 4 4 
Honours Diploma：'36 to 4 8 1 0 8 to 120 
LITERATURE DIPLOMA 
Compulsory Foundation Courses to be taken in Year 3 
ENG 3010 Practical Phonetics (B) 
ENG 3120 Stress and Intonation (B) ENG 3131-2 Introduction to literary Types (B) 
ENG 3141-2 Aesthetics (B) 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Term Term Total 
10 10 20 
(Grammar Course may be required at the discretion of the department.) 
2. Additional Compulsoiy Courses - t o be taken in Year 3,‘ 
ENG 3081-2 Human Geography and Current Affairs (B) Expository Writing (A) Public Speaking (A) Western Civilisation (A) Shakespeare (A) 
Style and Literary Appreciation (A) 
20th Century Literature (A) 
ENG 4011-2 
ENG 4021-2 
ENG 4031-2 
ENG 4041-2 
ENG 4051-2 
ENG 4061-2 
One of the following: 
ENG 4071-2 ENG 4081-2 ENG 4091-2 
17th Century Literature (A) 18th Century Literature (A) 19.th Century Literature (A) 
3. Electives: 
Language Courses: 
ENG 3071-2 
ENG 3091-2 
ENG 3100 
ENG 3110 
ENG 3121-2 
FRfeN3011-2 
FREN40U-2 
Llteiature Counes: 
Creative Writing (B) 
Business Communication (B) 
Business Letters (B) 
Business Reports (B) 
British History (B) 
French (B) 
French (A) 
t,or 5: 
26 26 52 
Note: (i) A Literature Diploma candidate may also choose electives from the com-
pulsory courses of the English Language Diploma, 
(ii) Students from other areas of study at the College may take compulsory 
and/or elective courses from both the English Language and Literature areas 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Language Courses 
ENG 3010 Practical Phonetics (3,3,0) 
The course introduces the student to the basic principles of phonetics. The 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) will be used, particuarly in its 
application to the sound system of the English language, to enable the 
student to understand the rules by which the phonetic cbmponents of a 
language are combined and used in speech. The material presented in this 
course should facilitate both the student's receptive (listening) and expressive 
(pronunciation and diction) skills. 
ENG 3020 Stress and Intonation (3,3,0) 
This course is designed to teach students to use stress and intonation cor-
rectly and effectively, and to distinguish the implications of different 
kinds of intonation. Practical work in small groups will include reading and 
listening exercises and role-play. 
ENG 3030 Basic Grammar (3,3,0) 
The course will cover the following aspects of English: recognition of parts 
of speech, verbs (revision of tenses, active and passive voice), nouns (types, 
countajjle, uncountable), articles, pronouns, prepositions, adjectives, adverbs. 
Sentence structure and types of sentences will also be examined. 
ENG 3040 Advanced Grammar (3,3,0) 
To reinforce students' knowledge and understanding of basic grammar; to 
improve skill in using sentence structure ； to build up an understanding of 
shades of meaning by means of grammatical knowledge. At the end of the 
course students should have the means to think, speak and write English 
with facility and clarity. 
ENG 3051 -2 Development of English Vocabulary (Etymology) (3,3,0) 
To increase the vocabulary and the comprehension skills of students through 
a systematic study of contributions to English from other languages and 
their meanings. It is envisaged that students will be able to learn how to 
deduce the meaning of new vocabulary through this knowledge. The student 
will be taught the commonest roots, prefixes and suffixes and variants 
through familiarisation with common foreign words which have affected the 
English language. 
ENG 3061-2 Comprehensive Communication Skills (3,3,0) 
To improve the students' communications skills through a careful critical 
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and textual analysis of different composition styles and practice in writing 
articles, essays and in taking notes. The three lectures per week will be 
divided as follows: writing and discussion, written comprehension and precis, 
listening comprehension and note-taking. 
ENG 3071 -2 Creative Writing (3，3，0) 
This course is an introduction to poetry, the short story and drama and 
gives the student the opportunity to write creatively in English in these 
genres, as well as writing character sketches, creative letters, advertising 
and children's stories. The student will have extensive practice in writing 
and a journal of written work, writing ideas，comments, etc. will be kept. 
ENG 3081-2 Human Geography and Current Affairs (3,3,0) 
A study of the world's climatic and settlement patterns and resources and 
how these affect the world's economies and trade. Topics will include: the 
atmosphere; the living environment; the livelihood of Man; Man in society; 
rural settlements; geography of towns; world distribution of population and 
trade; population centres; growth and changing patterns of world 
trade. 
ENG 3091-2 Business Communication (3，3，0) 
The student will be taught how to use speech and writing persuasively and 
respectfully, and with accuracy and efficiency, in situations likely to arise 
in a career in business. Lectures and discussions will consider problems 
arising in correspondence, conversation, advertising and on the telephone 
both in the normal course of business and in the face of difficult 
situations. 
f 
ENG 3100 Business Letters (3 ’3，o) 
This course will provide guidance and practice in English commercial 
—correspondence, covering layout of a business letter, letters of inquiry and 
replies，letters placing and following up orders, letters of complaint and 
replies, applications for jobs, etc. 
ENG 3110 Business Reports (3’3，0) 
To improve students' research skills and to provide guidance and practice 
in the preparation and writing of business reports. Lectures and discussions 
will prepare the student for practical work involving the reporting of 
meetings, and memoranda and reports involving original research under the 
guidance of the instructor. 
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ENG 3121-2 British History (3,3,0) 
This course, A Survey of British History from 1066，will attempt to provide 
students with a background in British history and society so as to aid them 
in their study of English language and literature. The course will particularly 
focus on the development and evolution of British parliamentary 
democracy, the transformation of Britain from an agricultural to an 
industrial society and the role of Britain in world affairs. 
ENG 3511-2 Communication English (3^3,0) 
(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students) 
The aim of this course is to teach the student how to use speech and writing 
persuasively, fluently, and with accuracy and efficiency in situations 
likely to arise in a career in business. The course includes the study of the 
principles, elements, and practices underlying effective communication. 
The student will also learn how to write business letters and reports. 
ENG 3521-2 Communication (33,0) 
(for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration students) 
To develop an ability to communicate clearly and concisely in wjitten 
and other forms of communication. Emphasis will be placed on the 
acquisition of practical skills as relevant to administration and on a critical 
approach to communication. 
ENG 4011-2 Expository Writing (33，0) 
This course is an introduction to the topic sentence, the five-part thesis, 
paragraph construction and order, choice of words, and the various types of 
expository writing (exposition, persuasion, opinion, comparison and 
contrast). 
ENG 4021-2 Public Speaking (3^,0) 
This course is an introduction to public speaking, diction and oral 
interpretation of selected literary passages, and debating techniques. The 
student will have extensive practice in the researching, writing and 
presentation of various kinds of speeches (argumentative, persuasive, 
descriptive, etc.). The student will also be taught the basic techniques of 
oral interpretation and will present a number of selections of poetry, proses 
and dramatic excerpts. 
ENG 4031 -2 Western Civilisation (3，3，0) 
A study of those aspects of Western culture, classical, Christian, chivalrous 
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and modern, which seem to have contributed to modern Western society. 
FREN 3011-2 French (Year 3: beginners) (4,5,0) 
FREN 4011-2 French (Year 4: intermediate) 
Students who have not achieved a grade A, B, C or D in Use of English are 
unlikely to benefit from this course. 
This course aims to enable the student to speak, write and understand 
simple French in a business and social context in two years of study. In the 
first term the student will be taught mainly oral/aural skills. Reading and 
writing will gradually assume greater importance in the rest of the course. 
The language laboratory will provide regular opportunities to listen to native 
French voices. 
Literature Courses 
ENG 3131-2 Introduction to Literary Types (4,5,0) 
This course is to introduce students to poetry, the short story, the novel, 
and drama. The student learns the basic tools that any fine creative writer 
must acquire: use of figurative language, point of view, tone, rhythm, 
musical devices, rime, etc. While the course is not a chronological one, some 
literary and historical background is provided. 
ENG 3141-2 Aesthetics (3^,0) 
This course is a basic introduction to the arts with an emphasis on the visual 
arts, music and literature. A close study is made of medium, organization 
and style in these areas. Class time is spent in studying paintings and 
sculpture, listening to music and reading and explicating poetry. 
A study of 19th and 20th Century British and American essays. This course 
is partly historical, but with greater emphasis on essay types (comparison 
and contrast, process analysis, descriptive, narrative, classification, etc.) and 
on individual styles which will be studied through an in-depth analysis of 
specific paragraphs from each author. 
ENG 3160 The Short Story (3^,0) 
A study of the short story form mainly dealing with British and American 
authors, but including some Continental and Oriental ones as well. Emphasis 
is on learning to read and appreciate this form of writing — seeking to 
understand a writer's major theme or themes through his/her development 
ENG 3150 The Essay (3,3,0) 
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of plot, character and setting. Also, an analysis of individual writers' styles will be emphasized. 
ENG3170 The Bible as Literature (3,3^) 
A study of both the Old and New Testaments with emphasis on those parts 
which have been the most influential in Western Civilisation: the patriarchs, 
heroes, the life and death of Jesus as well as the more literary sections. 
Selected passages will be studied closely for an appreciation of the diction. 
The King James version of the Bible will be the basic text. 
ENG3180 Folktale and Ballad (3^3,0) 
This course is designed as an introduction to the folktale and ballad. Also 
the short narrative, lyric and song will be discussed. As often as possible 
students will listen to tiie works as performed by contemporary artists. 
ENG 3191-2 Mythology (33^) 
An introduction to the archetypal and important myths of the Greeks and 
Romans as well as some Norse stories and those about King Arthur. 
Throughout the course emphasis will be placed on and study will be given 
to works of art which use these stories as a basis or theme. 
ENG 4041-2 Shakespeare (3,3，0) 
This course will provide the student with two basic areas important to a 
study of the great dramatist. The first is a detailed study of representative 
plays from the three general catagories: tragedy, comedy and history. 
Secondly, time will be devoted to the Elizabethan theatre with its traditions 
and practices. 
ENG 4051 -2 Style and Literary Appreciation (3 3,0) 
This course is designed to introduce students to literary style. Selections will 
be taken from American and British writers and an in-depth analysis of 
structure will be made. Students will be expected not only to study a 
writer's style, but also by imitation to further develop their own. 
ENG 4061-2 20th Century Literatuie (4,5,0) 
A study of 20th century American and British literature. Selections will be 
taken from the outstanding poets, novelists and playwrights. Also, besides 
an analysis of the various works, some historical background will be given. 
ENG 4071 -2 17th Century Literature (4,5,0) 
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A study of the important 17th century British writers with emphasis on 
poetry, drama and prose. Poetry will include the "Metaphysical" and 
"Cavalier" poets as well as Milton. Some Jacobean drama, excluding 
Shakespeard, will be read. The King James Bible will be studied for both 
prose and poetry. Some historical background will be included as well as a 
study of the other arts of the period. 
ENG 4081-2 18th Ccntuiy Literature (4,5,0，） 
A chronological study of 18th century British literature including 
poetry, essay, novel and drama. Selections from authors such as Congreve, 
Pope, Dryden, Defoe, Swift, Fielding, Johnson, Sheridan, Boswell, Gray and 
Goldsmith will be studied. Also, besides an analysis of the various works, 
some historical background will be discussed. The other arts will be touched 
on also. 
ENG 4091-2 19th Century Literature (4,5,0) 
A study of 19th century British literature including poetry, essay, 
novel and drama. Selections will be from the Rre-Romantics, the Romantics, 
the Victorians and the Late Victorians. Also, besides the analysis of the 
various works, some historical background will be discussed and some 
emphasis placed on the other arts of the period. 
This course is a chronological survey of the outstanding works in this genre 
from its inception in the 18th century to the 20th century. Both English and 
American authors will be included. Emphasis will be on setting, character 
and plot techniques. 
A study in the development of European drama. Selections will be made 
from Greek, Roman, Medieval, Renaissance, Elizabethan and Jacobean, 
Restoration, late 19th century and 20th century drama. Although some 
historical background will be provided, the course is designed to give the 
student an understanding of the dramatic form in literature. Besides 
analysing a play, the student will also study ways in which the work can be 
produced on the stage. 
ENG 4121-2 Worid Literature (4,5,0) 
The outstanding works from Continental European literature read in 
translation. The course will begin with the Greek epics and drama and move 
through selected Roman writers to the Medieval period works such as The 
Song of Roland and Dante's The Divine Comedy. The Renaissance will be 
ENG 4101-2 The Novel (33,0) 
ENG 4111-2 Drama (33,0) 
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represented by such writers as Machiavelli, Rabelais and Cervantes. The 
second part of the course wiU include Moliere, Racine, Voltaire and Goethe. 
At least one novel and plays by Ibsen, Strindberg and Chekhov will be read. 
A number of 20th century writers will also be included. 
ENG 4131-2 Chaucer and other Middle English Literature (3,3,0) 
This course will include a close reading of the Prologue to the Canterbury 
Tales followed by selected stories and passages from Troilus and Criseyde 
The emphasis will be on Chaucer's art as a story teller and as a pioneer in 
the use of the English language. Other works of that general period to be 
studied will include Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and a generous 
selection from Medieval lyric poetry. 
ENG 4141-2 American Literature (4’5，0) 
This one-year course seeks to provide the students with an over-all view of 
American literature of the 19th and 20th centuries. Autiiors to be studied 
joll include some of the following: Irving, Cooper, Emerson, Hawthorne, 
[oe, poreau, Whitman, Melville, Dickinson, Twain, James, Crane, Dreiser 
^>und, Robinson, Frost, Eliot, Cummings, Hughes, W.C. Williams, Porter' 
Fitzgerald Hemingway, Faulkner, Roethke, Lowell and Hughes. Some 
historical background will also be provided. 
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
STRUCTURE 
The Social Sciences Department offers courses in Economics, 
Sociology and Psychology for students in Years 1 and 2 who are preparing 
for the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination. 
The Department also offers major programmes in Economics and 
Sociology for students in Years 3 , 4 and 5, leading to the awards of College 
Diplomas. A third major programme in Social Work is currently being 
planned. 
AIMS 
The Social Work programmes will aim to provide professionally 
qualified manpower to work in the field of social welfare services, whereas 
the Economics and Sociology major programmes are aiming to provide 
students with a thorough understanding of these subject areas, rather than 
to prepare them for a particular profession. It is envisaged that the graduates 
from these two programmes may enter business, industry, banking, 
commerce, government, education, services, mass media, entertainment and 
many other fields, but the programmes are geared towards individual 
development rather than being career-oreinted. Further aims are listed under 
each programme. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
The entry requirements for both the Economics and Sociology 
programmes are a minimum of two passes in the Advanced Level 
Examination. Particular subjects are not specified because students may 
come from various backgroudnds and want to transfer to Social Sciences 
at the Year 3 level. Furthermore, lingnan College is currently one of the 
very few schools in Hong Kong offering Sociology and Psychology at ‘A’ 
Level. 
ASSESSMENT 
The assessment varies according to the nature of the course (e.g. 
research), but normally consists of a combination of examinations, tests, 
assignments, projects, homework and class participation； 
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ECONOMICS MAJOR 
AIMS 
1 • To give students the opportunity to study the main areas of economic 
theory and analysis. 
2. To enable students to apply these theories to practical issues and 
current affairs. 
3. To help students to understand the implications of government 
policies and other recommendations by economists and politicians. 
4. To provide students with a thorough understanding of the Hong Kong 
economy and other economies of the world. 
5. To allow students to pursure their interests in subjects related to 
Economics, either from the Social Sciences Department or other 
Faculties of the College. 
6. To build a foundation for students wishing to continue their studies at a higher level. 
7. To assist the intellectual development of students as individuals. 
8. To prepare students for their future life in society, either in Hong 
Kong or elsewhere. 
INTRODUCTION 
Students are expected to take six courses (18 credits) per semester in 
Year 3 and 4，and five courses (15 credits) per semester in Year 5. Students 
will need more time in Year 5 to prepare work for the Seminar in Applied 
Economics and for the course on Economic research. 
Approximately 75% of the courses offered are straight Economics / 
courses and 25% are courses concerning related subjects in the Social 
Sciences and Business Departments, in order to fulfill our aim of producing 
graduates who are both competent economists and also knowledgeable in 
other related fields. All students will take courses in Sociology and 
Psychology in Year 3; in Year 4 and 5 they can either take further courses 
in Sociology and Psychology, or take electives from the Business 
Departments. This arrangement is made because at present there are no 
formal 'minor' programmes at lingnan College. 
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COURSE STRUCTURE 
YEAR 3 
ECON 3011-2 ECON 3021-2 ECON 3030 ECON 3040 ECON 3050 ECON 3060 SOC 3010-2 PSY 3011-2 
Microeconomics Macroeconomics Economic History History of Economic Thought Labour Economics Quantitative Methods Introduction to Sociology Introduction to Psychology 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Term Tetm Total 
18 18 36 
YEAR 4 
ECON 4010 
ECON 4020 
ECON 4030 
ECON 4040 
ECON 4050 
ECON 4060 
ECON 4071-2 
ECON 4080 
ECON 4090 
AND 
YEARS 
ECON 5010 
ECON 5020 
ECON 5030 
ECON 5040 
ECON 5050 
ECON 5060 
ECON 5070 
ECON 5080 
AND 
International Trade 
International Exchange 
Money and Banking 
Public Finance 
Mathematical Economics 
Econometrics 
Economic Development (Theory and Seminar) 
Urban Economies 
Comparative Economic Systems 
Electives 
Welfare Economics 
Advanced Economic Theory 
Hong Kong Economy 
Economy of China 
Managerial Economics 
Industrial Economics 
Seminar in Applied Economics 
Economic Research 
Electives 
18 18 36 
Higher Diploma: 72 
15 15 30 
Honours Diploma: 102. 
Notes: The electives are to be chosen from courses offered by the following Depart-
ments of the College: Sociology, Psychology, Accounting, Marketing, Manage-
ment, Mathematics/Computer, History. 
The College reserves the right to alter the above programme in any year if it 
feels it is necessary to do so. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Economics Courses 
ECON 3011-2 Microeconomics (3,3,0) 
This course will cover the basic areas of Microeconomics (demand theory, 
supply theory, price theory, market forms, and distribution theory) at a 
level higher than the ‘A’ Level ；course of Years 1 and 2. 
This course will cover the basic areas of Macroeconomics (national income 
determination, including monetary aspects and international trade, trade 
cycle theory and the role of the government) at a level higher than the ‘A’ 
Level course of Years 1 and 2. 
The aim of this course is to study the process of industrialisation of a 
nation, to provide a background for the course on Economic Development 
in Year 4. It is recommended that a study is made of the industrial 
revolution in the U.K. Alternatively the industrialisation of another nation 
could be selected (e.g. Japan, U.S.A. or U.S.S.R., but not China or Hong 
Kong, as they will be studied separately in Year 5.) 
ECON 3040 History of Economic Thought (3，3,0) 
This course will provide a study of the historial development of Western 
economic thought from early times until the present day. The following 
schools of thought will be included: the Greeks and Romans; the 
Mercantilists and Physiocrats; the Classicists (including Adam Smith, 
Ricardo and Marx); the Neo-classicists; the Keynesians and the Post-
Keynesians. 
ECON 3050 Labour Economics (3,3 ’0) 
This course covers both the theoretical and institutional aspects of labour 一 
supply of labour, demand for labour, determination of wages, trade uions, 
government labour policies. Reference will be made to the Hong Kong 
labour isituation at all parts of the course. 
ECON 3060 Quantitative Methods (3,3,0) 
This course is designed to prepare students for the courses on Mathematical 
ECON 3021-2 Marcoeconomics (3,3,0) 
ECON 3030 Economic History (3,3,0) 
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Economics and Econometrics, which will be studied in Year 4. It is divided 
into two parts: elementary calculus and an introduction to statistics. 
ECON3511-2 Economics (3 3 0) 
(for Year 3 Accountancy students) 
To impart an understanding of the basic principles of economics and enable 
the student to apply these principles to current problems. To encourage an 
awareness of the impact of social technological change on the society and 
the undertaking. 
ECON 3521-2 Principles of Economics (3’3，0) (for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration students) ，， 
To provide an introduction to the basic principles of economic analysis. 
ECON 3531-2 Introduction to Economic Analysis (3’3’0) 
(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students) 
This course will cover basic economic concepts, before moving on to macro-
economics. Major topics include current economic development, 
monopolies and control, government and industrial efficiency, and the 
balance of payments. 
SOC 3101-2 Introduction to Sociology (3 3 q) 
(for students majoring Economics) 
This course provides an introduction to the concepts and topics of 
Sociology, with particular emphasis on those areas most closely related to 
Economics. The courses provides a foundation for further elective courses in 
Year 4 and 5. Students who have passed 'A' Level Sociology are exempted 
from this course. ‘ 
PSY 3011-2 Introduction to Psychology (3 ’3 ’o) 
(for students majoring Economics) 
This course is divided into two parts: general Psychology (including learning 
and motivation) and man and society (including personality, development 
a n d s o cial groups). The course provides a foundation for further elective 
courses in Year 4 and 5. Students who have passed 'A' Level Psychology 
are exempted from this course. 
ECON 4010 International Trade (3 3，o) 
This course studies the physical aspects of the exchange of goods and 
services across national boundaries, including trade theory, protectionism, 
regional economic integration and the role of trade in economic 
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development. Reference will be made to Hong Kong's trading relationships 
wherever possible. 
ECON4020 International Exchange (3，3’0) 
TWs course is a sequel to the course on International Trade and deals with 
the financial side of the international exchange of goods and services, 
including the balance of payments, exchange rates, international organis-
ations and government financial policies. These topics will be applied to the 
Hong Kong situation wherever possible. 
ECON 4030 Momey and Banking ( 3 > 3 ’ 0 ) 
This course provides a survey of the functions of money and banking in 
both national and international economics. Commercial banks, centr^ 
banks and other financial institutions will be examined, along with 
monetary theory and government monetary policies Specif attention 
will be paid to the situation in Hong Kong with the absence of an official 
central bank. 
ECON 4040 Public Finance ( 3 ‘3，0) 
This course provides a comprehensive look at the role of the governmentm 
the econony, through both government revenue and expenditure. The 
structure of the Hong Kong government budget and the policies ot the 
government of Hong Kong will be especially considered. 
ECON 4050 Mathematical Economics (3，3，0) 
This course provides a mathematical treatment of the theories of con-
suirmtion, production and exchange, including theories of the general 
equSibrium and mathematical models of growth and economic fluctuations, 
T^e techniques to be examined include linear and non-linear programming, 
the mathematical theory of decision processes and the theory of games. 
ECON 4060 Econometrics (3，3,0) 
TWs course introduces the fundamental methods of econometrics, namely 
the statistical analysis of economic problems through the construction and 
testing of econometric models. Examples will be taken from both micro-
economics and macroeconomics. 
ECON 4071-2 Economic Development (Theoiy and Seminar) (3 3，0) 
These courses present an inquiry into the theories and problems of 
economic development, with particular reference to the issues demanding 
attention in content orary developing nations. Various development strate-
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gies will be considered, will illustrations from different nations. The first 
semester is more theoretical and the second semester is more applied in 
nature. 
ECON 4080 Urban Economics (3 3，0) 
This course provides an analysis of the growth of cities, the determinants of 
patterns of urban growth, and the problems of urbanisation. The course 
includes a study of the urgent urban problems of Hong Kong (e.g. housing, 
transportation and environment). 
ECON 4090 Comparative Economic Systems (33，0) 
This course provides a comparison of capitalist and socialist economies: 
their ideologies, structures, organisations and government roles. The 
hypothesis of convergence of alternative systems will be considered. This 
course, together with the courses on Economic Development, prepares 
students for the courses on Hong Kong and China in Year 5. 
ECON 4511-2 Economic Policies and Problems (3,3，0) (for Year 4 Company Secretaryship and Administration students) ，’ 
To develop an understanding of the application of economic principles 
to major economic problems,血d of the nature of economic policy. To 
provide an outline of the economic environment within which business and 
public administration are carried out. 
ECON 4521-2 Managerial and Industrial Economics (3 ’3，0) (for Year 4 Management students) 
The aim is to equip students the techniques to make managerial decisions by 
applying the theories and principles of microeconomics and business studies. 
Tlie implications of economic theories concerning market behaviour of both 
producers and consumers will be analysed. The use of public policy to 
influence industry will be considered. 
ECON 5010 Welfare Economics (33,0) 
This course covers both the theoretical and applied aspects of welfare 
economics, especially the general equilibrium and the conditions for optimal 
resource allcoation, and the applications to optimum tariffs and marginal 
cost pricing. 
ECON 5020 Advanced Economic Theoiy (3 3,0) 
This course provides an opportunity for studying, at a higher level, theories 
not covered by other courses. Examples of topics which might be included 
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are growth theory (including models of technical progress), capital theory, 
distribution theory, the economics of uncertainty, problems of economic 
planning, and Marxist economic theory. The course will include a critical 
This course provides an in-depth study of the special features of the Hong 
Kong e c o n o m y ; 他抓姐，他 
tribution; its particular problems, both economic and social; and the role 
and policies of the government. Hie course is a study of development in a 
"laissez faire" setting, and thus follows the courses on Economic Develop-
Hus course is a case study to apply the concepts introduced in the courses 
on Economic Development and Comparative Economic Systems in Year4. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on the role of the government and the 
economic and social results of the Chinese experience. The political and 
economic implications for Hong Kong will be examined. 
ECON 5050 Managerial Economics (33,0) 
IWs course aims to present an economic perspective on management 
decisions and behaviour, and is thus an attempt to integrate theories of 
microeconomics and management studies (e.g. production, pricing, market-
ing theories). 
ECON 5060 Industrial Economics (3’3’0) 
This course provides a sequal to the course on Managerial Economics, and 
is an analysis of the implications of economic theories conceming market 
behaviour of both producers and consumers. The use of public p o h ^ to 
influence industry will be considered, and selected industries in Hong Kong 
will be considered. 
ECON 5070 Seminar in Applied Economics ( 3 ' 3 »° ) 
The aim of this course is for students to apply their previously acquired 
knowledge to current economic problems. The course takes the form of a 
seminar, for which students are expected to prepare and present papers, and 
participate in critical discussion. The topics will depend on the current 
events of the time, and students will be expected to use newspapers and 
magazines in addition to books and journals. The course prepares students 
for the ensuing course in Economic Research. 
evaluation of conventional economic theory. 
ECON 5030 Hong Kong Economy (33,0) 
ment and Comparative Economic Systems in Year 4 
ECON 5040 The Economy of China (33,0) 
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ECON 5080 Economic Research (3,3,0) 
This course is a sequal to the Seminar in Applied Economics. After an 
introduction to research methods and techniques, the students are expected 
to select one topic and, under supervision, carry out a simple research pro-
ject. The project reports will then be presented and discussed together in 
class. 
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SOCIOLOGY MAJOR 
t ^ T o give students the opportunity to study the main areas of sociolog-
ical theory and analysis. � 2 To help students to apply these concepts in understanding contem-
porary issues, both in Hong Kong and on a world scale. 
3 To build a foundation for students wishing to continue their studies 
at a higher level. . . , t 
4 To assist the intellectual development of students as individuals. 
5. To prepare students for their future participation in Society, either 
in Hong Kong or elsewhere. 
INTRODUCTION / 1 C J > A , 备， Students are expected to take six courses (18 credits) per semester in 
Years 3 and 4，and five courses (15 credits) per semester in Year 5. Students 
will need more time in Year 5 to prepare work for the Seminar in Sociolog-
ical Theory and the course in Directed Social Research. 
The general philosophy of the programme is that in addition to the 
basic courses, the students should pursue five themes: the Sociology of 
Chinese Society, the Sociology of Organisations, the Sociology of Develop-
ment the Sociology of Collective Behaviour and the Sociology of Social 
Problens For each of these five themes, the general pattern is to have an 
introductory course in Year 3，followed by two semester courses in Year 
4 and a Seminar course in Year 5. 
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SOCIOLOGY MAJOR 
COURSE STRUCTURE 
YEAR 3 
SOC 3011-2 SOC 3020 SOC 3030 SOC 3040 SOC 3050 SOC 3060 SOC 3070 SOC 3080 SOC 3090 AND 
YEAR 4 
SOC 4010 
SOC 4020 
2 out of: 
SOC 4030 SOC 4040 SOC 4050 SOC 4060 
2 out of: 
SOC 4070 
SOC 4080 
SOC 4090 
2 out of: 
SOC 4100 
SOC 4110 
SOC 4120 
SOC 4130 
2 out of: 
SOC 4140 SOC 4150 SOC 4160 SOC 4170 AND 
Number of Ctedits 
1st 2nd 
Term Teim Total 
Introduction to Sociology Social Research Methods Social Statistics 
Introduction to Chinese Society Classical Sociological Theory Complex Organisations Social Development Collective Behaviour Social Problems Electives 
Contemporary Sociological Theory 
Modern Chinese Society 
Social Stratification Sociology of the Family Sociology of Work and Occupations Community Analysis 
Urban Sociology 
Industrial Sociology 
Social Planning 
Social Movements 
Political Sociology 
Mass Communication 
Group Dynamics 
Population Dynamics Sociology of Education Crime and Delinquency Social Control Electives 
18 18 
18 18 
36 
3-3 
3-3 
3-3 
3-3 
3-3 
3-3 
I T 
Higher Diploma: 72 
YEAR 5 
SOC 5011-2 SOC 5021-2 SOC 5030 SOC 5040 SOC 5050 SOC 5060 AND 
15 15 30 
Honours Diploma: 102 
Notes: The electives in Years 3 and 4 a^ e to be chosen from departments other than 
Sociology: e.g. Economics, Management, Marketing, English, Chinese. 
The electives in Year 5 are to be chosen from courses omitted in Year 4 in the 
above list. 
The College reserves the right to alter the above programme in any year if it is felt necessary to do so. 
Directed Social Research Seiminar in Sociological Theory Selected Issues in Hong Kong Society Selected Issues in Chinese Society Seminar in Social Problems Sociology of Knowledge Electives • 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Sociology Courses 
SOC 3011-2 Introduction to Sociology (3 »3,0) 
(for Sociology majors) 
An overview of basic concepts and principles in the field of sociology. 
Elements of social organization, functional relationships of social institu-
tions, and processes of social change are examined. Students who have 
passed ‘A，Level Sociology are exempted from this course. 
SOC 3020 Social Research Methods (33,0) 
This course presents an overview of research processes. After a discussion 
of the relationship between theory and research, a detailed study will be 
made of the corr^onents of research, including problem formation; frame-
work of theory, research design; data collection techniques; data inter-
pretation methods; and also research report-writing. 
SOC 3030 Social Statistics (3 3,0) 
Basic statistical techniques applied to social science data: principles of 
measurement, tabulation and graphs, measures of location and variation, 
standardization, probability, correlation, elementary sampling, statistical 
inference and tests of significance. 
SOC 3040 Introduction to Chinese Society (3 3，0) 
The main purpose of this course is to present to students the essential 
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sociological concepts and tools and the major sociological literature on 
Chinese society necessary for a basic understanding of the Chinese social 
system. An overview of sociological analysis of Chinese traditional and 
traditional society is offered. 
SOC 3050 Classical Sociological Theory (3 3，0) 
This course will trace the origin of the development of sociological thought 
and theories from the works of its founding father Auguste Comte, through 
Herbert Spencer and Karl Marx, to Emile Durkheim and Max Weber, 
SOC 3060 Complex Organisations (33,0) 
An analysis of the development, structure and operation of complex 
organizations. Theories of complex organizations, problems of coordination 
and communication, relationships of complex organizations to the public, 
formal and informal processes in complex organizations and administrative 
and professional patterns in complex organizations will be considered. 
SOC 3070 Social Development (3»3，0) 
This course is a con^)3iativ6 study of concrete examples of socisl change 
as a result of modernization. The social consequences of technological and 
economic growth will be examined: the population explosion; changes in 
the organization of kinship and family; changing age and sex roles; migra-
tion and urbanization; industrialization and class structure; education and 
social mobility together with political democratization. 
SOC 3080 Collective Behaviour (3 3 0) 
An examination of the nature, development and consequences of human 
behaviour in situations where usual social norms and behaviour do not 
apply. Particular attention will be paid to such collective dynamics as mass, 
public, crowd, and social movement through analysis of fashion, rumor, 
public opinion, flight, riot and revolt. Theoretical explanations for the pro-
cess of collective behaviour and the relationship of collective behaviour 
to social change will also be covered. 
SOC 3090 Social Problems (33，0) 
This course will study the characteristics of social problems from various 
perspectives, including social pathology, social disorganisation, value-
conflict, deviancy and labelling theory. An emphasis will be given to Hong 
Kong social problems, especially regarding youths and their families. 
SOC 3101-2 Introduction to Sociology (3 3,0) 
(for students majoring Economics) 
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This course provides an introduction to the concepts and topics of Soaol-
oev with particular emphasis on those areas most closely related to Econ-
o^'cs The course provides a foundation for further elective courses in 
Years 4 and 5. Students who have passed ‘A’ Level sociology are exempted 
from this Course. 
PSY 3011-2 Introduction to Psychology ( 3 ^ ’ 0 ) 
(for students majoring Economics) 
This course is divided into two parts: general Psychology (including learning 
and motivation) and man and society (including personality, development 
and social groups). The course provides a foundation for further elective 
courses in Years 4 and 5. Students who have passed 'A' Uvel Psychology 
are exempted from this course. 
SOC 4010 Contemporaiy Sociological Theory (3»3’0) 
This is an introduction to the contemporary schools of though and various 
perspectives in sociology such as Structural Functionalism, Symbolic 
Interactionism, Conflict Theory, Action Theory, Positivism, Phenomen-
ology and ethnomsthodology, the Dramaturgic Approach and so forth. 
SOC 4020 Modem Chinese Society (3 ,3 ,0) 
This course offers a deeper understanding of the major factors accounting 
for institutional change in China from mid-19th Century to the early years 
of the People's Republic. Emphasis is given to the influence of foreign 
invasions, conflicting ideological movements, warlordism, economic crisis 
and corruption upon the direction of change. 
SOC 4030 Social Stratification (3 ,3 ,0) 
This course is an analysis of different approaches to the study of social 
stratification. It includes general discussion of the functions and structures 
of social stratification, of social inequality and social mobility, as well as of 
the different forms and systems of class structure in both traditional and 
modern societies. 
SOC 4040 Sociology of the Famfly (3 ,3 ,0) 
This course is a study of the structures and functional processes of both 
kinship and the family. It starts with the development of theoretical 
frameworks based on materials collected in Chinese society as well as other 
societies, and is followed by the application of these frameworks m the 
analysis of the various phases of kinship and family structures. The analysis 
will be conducted from both a historical and a comparative perspective. 
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SOC 4050 Sociology of Woik and Occupations (3,3,0) 
Individual motivations and reactions to work; nature of professions and 
other occupational types; relations between occupational and organizational 
normas and values; relationships between occupations and social structure, 
including stratification system, family, political system and technological 
change; changes and composition of health facilities will be examined. 
SOC 4060 Community Analysis (3,3,0) 
An analysis of the local community in terms of its institutional structure, 
relationships among institutions, political, economic and social relation-
ships, and the role of voluntary organizations and interest groups. 
SOC 4070 Urban Sociology (3,3,0) 
Historical and contemporary causes, trends and patterns of urbanization. 
Various approaches to studying the process of urbanization, including 
ecological, social, social organizational and political perspectives. Current 
developments and problems are also examined. 
SOC 4080 Industrial Sociology (3，3,0) 
After defining the field of industrial sociology, and the concepts of 
industrialization and industrial society, the course covers the following 
subjects:industry and other social systems, such as economy, community, 
social stratification, family, education and polity; formal organization of 
industry, industrial management, human relations and informal organization, 
the nature and functions of union organization, social conflict in industrial 
organizations; labour force and occupational mobility, personality and 
industrial organization; work and leisure; and industry and social change. 
SOC 4090 Social Planning (3, 3,0) 
This course studies the role of sociologists in the process of social planning 
and social development, and the basic principles, procedures and strategies 
of social planning. In addition, the application of sociological theories and 
methods to the planning, execution and evaluation of social action pro-
grammes will also be discussed. 
SOC 4100 Social Movements (3, 3，0) 
This course examines the patterns and processes of different types of social 
and political movements, as well as the psychological and sociological factors 
that influence them. An interdisciplinary approach is used with concrete 
examples as illustrations. 
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SOC4HO Political Sociology (3,3，0) 
This course focuses on the institutional or organizational analysis of the 
social basis of power. Hence it involves the study of both formal and 
informal party organization, with their linkages to the governmental bureau-
cracy, the le^l system, interest groups, other kinds of political groups and 
to political leadership in general. 
SOC4120 Mass Communication (3,3,0) 
This course analyzes the social organization and function of mass com-
munication in contemporary society. Its impact on common values, ex-
pectations, and life styles of audiences will be given special attention. Hie 
relation of mass media to specialized interest groups in society, and the role of 
mass communication as reflector and determinant of popular culture will 
also be considered. 
SOC413Q Group Dynamics (3,3,0) 
This course studies the interaction dynamics of participants in face to face 
groups. Group formation and development, leadership, prestige, group 
morale and the interaction process will be studied. 
SOC 4140 Population Dynamics (3,3,0) 
This course is an introduction to the study of the sociology of population. 
It starts with general discussion of population theories, of methods of 
population studies, of sources of population data, of world population 
growth and distribution, of general determinants of population dynamics 
such as mortality, fertility and migration, and of population policy, and is 
followed with application of the above analysis to the cases of China and 
Hong Kong population problems. 
SOC 4150 Sociology of Education (3’ 3’ 0) 
This course will study the various relationships between education and 
society. It is concerned with such general concepts as society itself, culture, 
community, class, environment, socialisation, internalisation, accomodation, 
assimilation, cultural lag, subculture, status, role, and so forth. It is further 
involved with the effect of the economy upon education; the social forces 
that affect educational and cultural changes; the social institutions involved 
in the educational process, such as the family, school and the church; the 
relationships between social class, culture and language; the relation of 
education, occupation and life chances; and problems of embourgeoisement, 
elitism and democratisation. 
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SOC 4160 Crime and Delinquency (3,3,0) 
The different perspectives on the origin of youth problems are examined. 
Preventive methods and treatments of their problems are introduced. This 
course also covers the programs designed by the government in alleviating 
youth problems in Hong Kong. 
SOC 4170 Social Control (3’ 3,0) 
This is an institutional approach to the problems of social order and control; 
the role of ideology and mass media in social control; the three types of 
power used by organizations as means of control: coercive, utilitarian and 
normative; as well as controls by leadership in interpersonal relationship 
and small groups. 
SOC 5011-2 Directed Social Research (3,3,0) 
Students will employ appropriate research techniques in a field-work 
exercise. Specific research topics will be selected: for example, community 
needs in housing estates and youth problems in Hong Kong. 
SOC 5021-2 Seminar in Sociological Theoiy (3，3 ’ 0) 
The course aims at a critical evaluation of the different problems and issues 
that are involved in the various theories, models and perspectives of 
sociology. Students are required to write a graduating thesis for presentation 
and discussion in class. 
SOC 5030 Selected Issues in Hong Kong Society (3,3,0) 
The main purpose of this course is to present to students the essential 
sociological concepts and tools and the major sociological literature on 
Hong Kong society necessary for a basic understanding of the Hong JCong 
social system. Politics and social values, the sociology of economic life, 
social welfare and social problems, social stratification, family and marriage: 
and mass media in Hong Kong will be examined in detail. 
SOC 5040 Selected Issues in Chinese Society (3，3 ’ 0) 
This course is a sequel to the previous courses. The emphasis will be on the 
structure, problems and changes of contemporary Chinese society The 
course will be conducted in the form of a seminar, and students will be 
expected to present papers for class discussion. 
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SOC 5050 Seminar in Social Problems (3,3,0) 
This course is a sequel to the courses on population, education, delinquency 
and social control in Year 4. Certain aspects of these topics will be selected 
for deeper examination, and students will be expected to prepare papers 
and participate in the seminar discussions. 
SOC 5060 Sociology of Knowledge (3,3,0) 
An analysis of the role of ideas in the development of social institutions and 
the impact of society upon the formation of belief systems and expressive 
forms. 
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FACULTY OF BUSINESS 
AIMS 
1. To help students develop their full intellectual potential and to 
prepare them for a lifetime of continuing education. 
2. To develop the students' ability to identify, analyse and evaluate 
problems in the business world and in society in general. 
3. To prepare students for a variety of careers in business and related 
fields by offering a broad based general business education with 
opportunities for specialisation. 
4. To produce well trained individuals who can adapt to the rapid 
changes in our society and in the business sector in particular, and 
who will become our future leaders and managers. 
5. To encourage students to take external examinations set by profes-
sional bodies such as Association of Certified Accountants, Institute 
of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators and Institute of Personnel 
Management. 
ORGANISATION 
The Faculty has three major departments: 
Accountancy Studies 
Management 
Marketing 
There is also a section concerned with mathematics and computer studies, 
and a small secretarial studies section. It is hoped to expand the mathematics 
and computer studies section into a major department in the near future. 
The Faculty offers courses at two levels: 
1. Principles of Accounts, Business Studies, Pure Mathematics and 
Applied Mathematics are offered to Year 1 and 2 students wjio are 
preparing for Hong Kong Advanced Level examinations. 
N.B. As the Secretarial Studies programme for Year 1 and 2 students 
is being discontinued it will be offered only to Year 2 students 
in 1982-83. 
2. In Years 3-5 the Faculty offers courses in the three major Depart-
ments, Marketing, Management and Accountancy Studies. TTiese 
courses will lead to the award of the College Higher Diploma at the 
end of Year 4 and the Honours Diploma at the end of Year 5. 
Information about entry requirements, course structures and syllabuses 
for these major courses is given in tfie detailed descriptions of each 
department. 
N.B. Planning is underway to expand the mathematics and computer 
studies section into a major department. Details of starting date, 
entry requirements and course structure will be made available 
as soon as possible. 
DEPARTMENT O F ACCOUNTANCY STUDIES 
AIM 
The aim of the Department is to train students to become useful and 
qualified members of the community. This to be accomplished by enabling 
them to become eligible for membership of the various professional bodies 
in Hong Kong. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the department are:-
1. To provide a programme which will encourage in the student a spirit 
of enquiry. 2. To provide a concept of the place of accountancy in the local and international environment. 
3. To provide a structured course of study to equip the student for 
future professional practice. 
These objectives will be attained by the provision of the Lingnan 
Honours Diploma Course, and it is recommended that this course shall 
always include an element of a broad educational basis outside the specialist 
sphere. 
METHODS OF TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 
Class lectures are supplemented by seminars in which students are 
afforded opportunity to discuss their problems and to work case studies and 
assignments under guidance of staff. 
Assessments are made by the setting of marked tests during the session, 
together with mid-sessional and final examinations. Where appropriate the 
examinations are held in conjunction with the professional bodies. 
PROFESSIONAL BODIES EXEMPTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS 
The Lingnan Higher Diploma is already recognised for exemption 
purposes by the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and the Association of 
Certified Accountants' examinations at the Level One stage. Negotiations 
are being pursued for further exemption of the examinations of the pro-
fessional bodies. 
It is expected that students will sit for the external examinations of 
the relevant professional bodies during the course of their studies. 
96. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
For entry to the Honours Diploma course majoring in Accountancy, 
students must possess 2 ‘A，levels and 3 ‘0’ levels or their equivalent, or 
three ‘A，levels and one ‘0，level, including Mathematics and English. For 
the Honours Diploma course majoring in Company Secretaryship and 
Administration, titie requirements are as for the Accountancy Major save 
that the subject requirement is for English or English Language only. 
ADVISORY BOARD FOR ACCOUNTANCY STUDIES 
An Advisory Board has been formed with various representatives of 
the professional bodies and the Government. These include the Departments 
of tiie Accounting Services of the Treasury and of the Inland Revenue, 
the H.K. Society of Accountants, the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 
Administrators, the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants, and the 
H.K. Institute of Taxation. Mr. Lavendar of the HKSA was elected Chair-
man. The purpose of the Advisory Board is to advise the President, and with 
his approval, to pass such advice to the Council for Departmental expansion 
or development. 
Advisory Board Members 
Mr. Richard A. Lavender (Chairman) 
Hong Kong Society of Accountants 
Mr. Mong Chan 
The Treasury, Government of Hong Kong 
Mr. David Cheng The Taxation Institute of Hong Kong 
Mr. I.W. Harris 
Institute of Chartered 
Secretaries and Administrators in Hong Kong 
Mr. Joseph Lai 
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants 
Mr. R.F. Stock Management Training and Development The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 
Mr. Osman Ghafur 
Inland Revenue Department, Government of Hong Kong 
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Mr. Samuel Wong 
Cpuncillor 
Lingnan College 
Dr. C.T. Huang 
President 
lingnan College 
Mr. L.R. Howard 
Chairman Dept. of Accountancy Studies 
lingnan College 
Mr. L.C. Hung 
Secretary 
lingnan College 
COURSE STRUCTURE 
ACCOUNTANCY MAJOR 
The course will prepare students for the examinations conducted by 
the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and the Association of Certified 
Accountants. On completion of the examinations and after a period of 
practical experience, students will be eligible for membership of the Society 
and Association. 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
YEAR 3 Term Teim Total 
ACCT 3011-2 Accounting 4 
ACCT 3021-2 Costing 4 4 ACCT 3031-2 Law 3 3 
ECON 3511-2 Economics 3 3 CPTR 3511-2 Numerical Analysis and Data Processing 3 3 
MGT 3511-2 Organisation and Management 3 3 
20 20 36 or 40 
or 
16 20 
Second term only for those holding A-Level Principles of Accounts. 
YEAR 4 
ACCT4011-2 ACCT 4021-2 ACCT 4031-2 ACCT 4041-2 ACCT 4051-2 MATH 4511-2 CPTR 4511-2 
Auditing 
Hong Kong Company Law Hong Kong Taxation Management Accounting Advanced Accounting Practice Quantitative Analysis Systems Analysis and Design 
20 20 40 
YEAR 5 
ACCT 5011-2 The Regulatory Framework of Accounting 4 4 
ACCT 5021-2 Advanced Financial Accounting 4 4 ACCT 5031-2 Financial Management 4 4 ACCT 5041-2 Hong Kong Taxation and Tax Management 3 3 
ACCT 5051-2 Auditing and Investigations 4 4 
19 19 38 
Honours Diploma: 114 or 118 
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YEAR 4 (1982-83) 一 Higher Diploma 
This is the fourth and final year for those studying for the lingnan 
Higher Dipbma majoring in Accountancy. 
ACCT 4011-2 Auditing 
ACCT 4021-2 Hong Kong Company Law 
ACCT 4031-2 Hong Kong Taxation 
ACCT 4041-2 Management Accounting 
ACCT 4051-2 Advanced Accounting Practice 
MATH 4511-2 Quantitative Analysis 
CPTR 4511-2 Systems Analysis and Design 
YEAR 5 (1982-83) - Special One-Year Professional Accountancy Course 
(Honours Diploma) 
This one-year transitional course is being offered specifically for those 
who have already passed, or have been exempted from the Level 1 examina-
tions of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and the Association of 
Certified Accountants. 
Course Aim 
To enable students with previous training to take the Level 2 examina-
tions of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and Association of Certified 
Accountants. The course will be of an expanded revisionary nature, offering 
the possibility to students to sit the December 1982 and the June 1983 
combined examinations. 
ACCT 4021 
ACCT 4031 
ACCT 4041 
ACCT 4051 
ACCT 5011 
MATH 4511 
CPTR 4511 
Hong Kong Company Law 
Hong Kong Taxation 
Management Accounting 
Advanced Accounting Practice 
The Regulatory Framework of Accounting 
Quantitative Analysis 
Systems Analysis and Design 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Accountancy Courses 
ACCT 3011-2 Accounting (4,6,0) 
(second term only for those holding A-Level Principles of Accounts) 
To impart an understanding of the principles and concepts of accounts. To 
enable the student to prepare financial statements for various situations and 
to comprehend the significance of the profit and loss accounts and balance 
sheets. 
ACCT 3021-2 Costing (4,4,0) 
To provide a knowledge of costing principles, methods and techniques, 
and to enable the student to apply these to a variety of businesses and 
situations. 
ACCT 3031-2 Law (3,3,0) 
To provide an understanding of the legal principles relevant to accountants 
and a knowledge of the basic principles of law. 
ACCT 3511-2 Basic Accounting (3,3,0) 
(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students) 
An introduction to the basic principles of accounting and the concepts on 
which accounting is based. Also studied are the tools for analysis, and the 
interpretation of financial data. 
ACCT 4011-2 Auditing (3,3,0) 
To impart an understanding of the essence and objectives of an audit and 
general auditing practice in relation to the requirements of various types of 
organisation within the legal and economic environment. To encourage a 
comprehension of the implications for the auditor of regulatory require-
ments and pronouncements by professional bodies. To enable students to 
present coherent and relevant reports. 
ACCT 4021-2 Hong Kong Company Law (2,2,0) 
To provide kno^dedge of and to enable the students to apply the law 
relating to companies registered in Hong Kong. 
ACCT 4031-2 Hong Kong Taxation (3,3,0) 
To provide the knowledge of the general rules of taxation and the impact 
of case law in the application of the rules. To enable the student to apply 
the rules through computation. 
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ACCT 4041-2 Management Accounting (4,4’ 0) 
To enable the student to prepare and analyse accounting data for manage-
ment policy determination, for short-term decision making and for the 
assessment of performance. To facilitate the students to design and evaluate 
systems for planning and control. 
ACCT 4051 -2 Advanced Accounting Practice (4’ 4，0) 
To enable the students to prepare and interpret financial statements and 
to present financial information in a form appropriate to user groups. 
ACCT 4511 Financial Analysis for Management Control (3 ’ 3，0) (for Year 4 Management students) 
An introduction to the principles by which management may exercise 
control through financial analysis and planning. The divisions of finance 
and purposes for which finance is required, are explained. The divisions 
from which financial information arises and the responsibilities of those 
involved in supplying information are discussed, as are the uses of budgetary 
control and standard costing. The preparation and interpretation of financial 
data are examined with simple case studies to illustrate how the principles 
involved are applied. 
Prerequisite: Basic Accounting 
ACCT 4521-2 General Principles of English Law (3’ 3, 0) 
(for Year 4 Management and Marketing students) 
Starting with the nature and sources of law, the course surveys the ad-
ministration of law up to the modern legal system. This introduction then 
leads to a study of methods of legal process, including evidence and inter-
pretation; general principles of the law of contract; particular types of 
contract, including such features as hire purchase, the sale of goods con-
sumer credit and insurance; and negotiable instruments, such as bills of 
exchange and cheques. 
ACCT 5011-2 The Regulatory Framewoik of Accounting (4’ 4,0) 
To enable the students to understand and analyse critically the current 
theoretical, legal and institutional influences which regulate the preparation 
of financial statements. 
ACCT 5021-2 Advanced Financial Accounting (4’ 4,0) 
To facilitate the students the application of accounting knowledge over 
the whole range of financial statements. To enable the students to assess 
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developments in accounting theory and practice and to appraise financial 
information and compile data in a form suitable for users. 
ACCT 5031 -2 Financial Management (4，4» 
To impart an understanding of the workings of the financial system. To 
demonstrate the competence to evaluate alternative sources of finance 
and to assess investment possibilities. To enable students to consider the 
optimum employment of resources and to judge performance. 
ACCT 5041-2 Hong Kong Taxation and Tax Management (3 ’ 3,0) 
To provide an understanding of the impact of taxation on individual partner-
ships and companies. To facilitate the students' application of understanding 
to practical situations including the ability to produce the relevant tax 
computations. 
ACCT 5051-2 Auditing and Investigations (4,4,0) 
To impart an understanding of the principles applicable. To enable the 
students to apply advanced auditing procedures. To provide a knowledge of 
investigations and the validation of information and representations. 
ACCT 5511-2 Managerial Accounting and Finance (3, 3 ,0) 
(for Year 5 Management and Marketing students) 
The financial aspects of managerial control are studied in depth. They 
include the effect on internal planning by outside influences such as govern-
mental action, the capital market, inter-company competitiveness, and the 
cost of capital. 
The course also involves the management of working capital, including 
planning in the short-term; while long-term planning will be discussed with 
reference to such factors as capital budgeting, capital project appraisal, and 
risk. Other topics to be studied include investment for profit and corporate 
planning purposes, company mergers, and corporate growth. 
Prerequisite: Financial Analysis for Management Control, or approval by the 
subject lecturer. 
Support Courses for Accountancy Studies Department 
CPTR 3511-2 Numerical Analysis and Data Processing (3,3,0) 
To engender an understanding of elementary mathematical and statistical 
techniques. To provide a basic knowledge of statistical sources and data 
processing. 
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CPTR 4511-2 Systems Analysis and Design (2,2,0) 
To impart an understanding of the principles and techniques of information 
systems. To provide the knowledge of controls which can be built into or 
imposed on a system. 
To impart an understanding of the basic principles of economics and enable 
the student to apply these principles to current problems. To encourage an 
awareness of the impact of socisd technological change on the society and 
the undertaking. 
To provide an understanding of the nature of organisations and how their 
structure is influenced by and inter-acts with the environment. The 
behaviour of, and within, organisations; organisational goals and manage-
ment functions, as related to the accountant and his operational environ-
ment. The emphasis shall be on the integrative role of the accountant. 
MATH 4511-2 Quantitative Analysis (2, 2,0) 
To impart an understanding of the application of quantitative analysis to 
the areas of planning and control and to other accounting and financial 
problems. 
ECON 3511-2 Economics (3,3,0) 
MGT 3511-2 Organisation and Management (3,3,0) 
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COMPANY SECRETARYSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION MAJOR 
The course will prepare students for the examinations conducted by 
the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators. On completion of 
the examinations of the Institute and after a period of practical experience 
students will be eligible for membership of the Institute. 
Organisation 
The course will follow the Company Secretarial Stream of the 
Institute's programme. In each of the first two years three modules of two 
subjects each will be offered. In the final year the two modules of the final 
section will be taken. 
YEAR 3 
ENG 3521 
CSA 3011 
ECON 3521 
MATH 3521 
CSA 3021 
CSA 3031 
YEAR 4 
CSA 4011 
CSA 4021 
ECON 4511 
CSA 4031 
CSA 4041 
CSA 4051 
YEAR5 ‘ 
CSA 5011-2 
CSA 5021-2 
CSA 5031-2 
CSA 5041-2 
Communication 
General Principles of English Law 
Principles of Economics 
Statistics 
Financial Accounting I 
Law and Procedure of Meetings 
Business Law 
Office Administration 
Economic Policies and Problems 
Financial Accounting II (Company) 
English Company Law 
Company Secretarial Practice 
Taxation 
Business Finance 
Personnel: Principles and Policy 
Management: Principles and Policy 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Tenn Teim Total 
4 4 
19 19 38 
3 3 
2 '2 
3 3 
4 4 
18 18 36 
4 4 
4 4 
14 14 28 
Honours Diploma: 102 
Company Secretaryship and Administration Courses 
CSA 3011-2 General Principles of English Law (3,3,0) 
To provide a broad understanding of the sources of English law and its 
administration and an introduction to the law relating to property, trusts, 
contract and tort, in preparation for more detailed study at a later stage of 
the examinations. 
CSA 3021 -2 Financial Accounting I (4,6,0) 
To provide an understanding of the basic principles of accounting and their 
application; also the interpretation of financial records and statements. 
CSA 3031-2 Law and Procedure of Meetings (3,3，0) 
To develop a thorou^i knowledge of the law and procedure of meetings and 
to equip the student to apply it to his own conduct of meetings. 
CSA 4011-2 Business Law (3,3,0) 
To provide a kno^dedge of those aspects of law which are particularly 
relevant to the administration of business. 
CSA 4021-2 Office Administration (2’ 2’ 0) 
To provide a broad survey of administrative practice in the modern office 
so as to give the student the knowledge to organize systems and procedures 
and control staff. 
CSA 4031-2 Financial Accounting II (Company) (4,6,0) 
To provide advanced knowledge of company accounts, including a thorough 
understanding of the requirements of the Companies Acts. 
CSA 4041-2 English Company Law (3, 3,0) 
To give a thorough knowledge of the regulation of companies by law, 
including statute and case law. 
CSA 4051-2 Company Secretarial Practice (U.K.) (3,3,0) 
To provide a thorough knowledge of the application of statutory provisions 
to the work of the company secretary, including a grasp of the administra-
tive procedures involved. 
CSA 5011-2 Taxation (U.K.) (4,4,0) 
To impart a thorough knowledge of the current law relating to taxation and 
its practical application to companies, partnerships and individuals. 
CSA 5021 -2 Business Finance (4,6,0) 
To provide the candidate with an introduction to corporate financing, 
including the financing of success in attaining corporate financial goals by 
the best use of short-term and long-term financial resources. 
CSA 5031-2 Personnel: Principles and Policy (3,3,0) 
To develop an understanding of principles, policy and accepted practice, in 
relation to personnel at all levels of employment, as a basis for practical 
application in administration 
CSA 5041 -2 Management: Principles and Policy (3,3,0) 
To introduce students to an understanding of the wider responsibilities of 
management as a preparation for the holding of senior management posts. 
Support Courses for Company Secretarial Section 
ECON 3521 -2 Principles of Economics (3,3,0) 
To provide an introduction to the basic principles of economic analysis. 
ECON 4511-2 Economic Policies and Problems (3,3,0) 
To develop an understanding of the application of economic principles to 
major economic problems, and of the nature of economic policy. To pro-
vide an outline of the economic environment within which business and 
public administration are carried out. 
ENG 3521-2 Communication (3，3’ 0) 
To develop an ability to communicate clearly and concisely in written and 
other forms of communication. Emphasis should be placed on the afcquisi-
tion of practical skills as relevant to administration and on a critical approach 
to communication. 
MATH 3521-2 Statistics (3,3,0) 
To provide an introduction to statistical and related techniques which are 
widely applicable in business administration. An elementary knowledge 
only of quantitative methods is assumed. A purely theoretical approach 
is avoided and the emphasis is on applications concerned with the solution 
of business problems. 
DEPARTMENTS OF MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING 
AIM 
A thriving commercial centre like Hong Kong requires a constant 
input of high-calibre executives. The aim of the Department is to equip 
students with knowledge, skills and qualifications so as to meet such a need. 
OBJECTIVES 
1. ' To use every possible means to interface theory with practical ex-
perience of the business world. 
2. To develop links between the College and industry and commerce, 
and other institutions of higher learning. 
3. To prepare students for taking examinations, such as the IPM examina-
tions, leading to professional qualifications. 
4. To offer a pre-sessional study skills course for all students. 
5. To encourage Department staff to carry out research and seek for 
further qualifications. 
ASSESSMENT 
Continuous assessment is conducted through formal examinations, 
case studies, projects, class-participation and homework. A requirement for 
graduation for Year 5 students will be the satisfactory completion of report 
requirements. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
The entry requirements for both the Management and Marketing 
programmes are a minimum of two Advanced Level passess and a pass in 
Ordinary Level English or equivalent. 
COURSE STRUCTURE 
The course is made up of a total of 114 credits, comprising 42 
credits in Year 3 and 36 credits each in Year 4 and Year 5. 
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MANAGEMENT MAJOR 
Management Information Systems 
Business Policy and Strategy 
Entrepreneurship and Control 
Business and Management in Hong Kong and 
China 
YEAR 3 
7 Compulsoiy Courses： 
Introduction to Business Administration Principles of Marketing Introduction to Economic Analysis Basic Accounting 
Computer Systems and Data Processing 
Business Mathematics and Statistics 
Communication English 
*Exemptions will be granted in the following Year 3 courses: 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Teim Teim Total 
*MGT 3011-2 MKTG 3011-2 •ECON 3531-2 
•ACCT 3511-2 
CPTR 3521-2 
MATH 3511-2 ENG 3511-2 
21 21 42 
Course 
Introduction to Business 
Administration 
Introduction to Economic 
Analysis 
Basic Accounting 
A-Level of Grade C or Above 
Business Studies 
Economics 
Principles of Accounts 
YEAR 4 
3 Core Courses: 
MGT 4011-2 Management Theory 
ACCT 4511-2 Financial Analysis for Management Control 
ECON 4521-2Manageria l and Industrial Economics 
AND 3 of flie Following Electives: 
MGT 4021-2 Production Management 
MGT 4031-2 Organizational Behaviour 
MGT 4041-2 Personnel Management 
MATH 4521-2 Operational Research 
ACCT 4521-2 General Principles of English Law 
CPTR 3521-2 Computer Systems and Data Processing 
(1982-83 only) 
YEAR 5 
4 Core Coutses: 
18 18 36 
Higher Diploma: 78 
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AND 2 of the Following Electivw: 
MGT 5041-2 Decision Models for Management 
MGT 5051-2 Industrial Relations ACCT 5511-2 Managerial Accounting and Finance 
MGT 5061-2 Management Philosophy 
18 18 36 
Honours Diploma: 114 
N. B. A student majoring in Management may choose his electives from Marketing 
courses if approved by the Head of Department. 
MARKETING MAJOR 
Advertising Management 3 
Consumer Behaviour 3 
International Marketing Analysis/Management 3 
Sales Management/Salesmanship 3 
Marketing Research 3 
AND 1 of the Following Electives: 
MGT 4021-1 Organizational Behaviour 
MGT 4041-2 Personnel Management 
ACCT 4521-2 General Principles of English Law 
CPTR 3521-2 Computer Systems and Data Processing 
(1982-83 only) 
18 18 36 
YEAR 3 
7 compulsory Ooutses： 
•MGT 3011-2 Introduction to Business Administration 
MKTG 3011-2 Principles of Marketing 
•ECON 3531-2 Introduction to Economic Analysis 
•ACCT 3511-2 Basic Accounting 
CPTR 3521-2 Computer Systems and Data Processing 
MATH 3511-2 Business Mathematics and Statistics 
ENG 3511-2 Communication English 
•Exemptions will be granted in the following Year 3 courses: 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Term Term Total 
21 
Course 
Introduction to Business 
Administration 
Introduction to Economic 
Analysis 
Basic Accounting 
YEAR 4 
S Core Courses: 
Ti ?T 
A-Level of Grade C or above 
Business Studies 
Economics 
Principles of Accounts 
MKTG 4011-2 
MKTG 4021-2 
MKTG 4031-2 
MKTG 4041-2 
MKTG 4051-2 
Higher Diploma: 78 
Decisions Models for Management 
Industrial Relations 
Managerial Accounting and Finance 
Management Philosophy 
18 18 36 
Problems in Marketing/Seminar in Marketing 
Marketing Management and Policies 
Retailing/Industrial Marketing 
Quantitative Marketing Decisions/Advanced 
Marketing Theory 
Honours Diploma: 114 
N.B. A student majoring in Marketing may choose his electives from Management 
Courses if approved by the Head of Department. 
AND 2 of the Following Electives: 
YEAR5 
4 Cote Courses: 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
Management Courses 
MGT 3011-2 Introduction to Business Administration (3,3,0) 
This course introduces the main economic, social, cultural, and political 
factors that make up the environment within which the manager and his 
organisation functions. The course examines the framework of business, as 
well as basic business and managerial functions, and some related considera-
tions. 
MGT 3511-2 Organisation and Management (3,3,0) 
(for Year 3 Accountancy students) 
To provide an understanding of the nature of organisations and how their 
structure is influenced by and inter-acts with the environment. The 
behaviour of, and within, organisations; organisational goals and manage-
ment functions, as related to the accountant and his operational environ-
ment. The emphasis shall be on the integrative role of the accountant. 
MGT 4011-2 Management Theory (3 ’ 3 ’ 0) 
This course involves the basic concepts and theories that have played a 
major role in defining the role and tasks of the manager in all types of 
organisation. Topics include structural design, organisational dynamics, the 
use of the informal organisation; and basic functions of management in 
planning, creating, organising, motivating and controlling. 
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration. 
MGT 4021-2 Production Management (3,3，0) 
This course is designed to illustrate some of the practical aspects of produc-
tion management. Particular emphasis is placed on the integrative relation-
ship between production and the other functions in the organisation, and 
the development and operation of effective production systems. The pro-
gramme also includes an examination of some of the important quantitative 
techniques that are of particular relevance to production. 
Prerequisite: Computer Systems & Data Processing, Business Maths II 
MGT 4031 -2 Organisational Behaviour (3，3 ’ 0) 
This course examines the behaviour of individuals and groups within an 
organisation, including such topics as job satisfaction; perceptions, attitudes 
and values; work-group and inter-group behaviour. From studying such 
problems as these, the course will move on to consider their implications for 
motivation, leadership, management control and organisational effectiveness. 
Prerequisite: introduction to Business Administration 
MGT4041 -2 Personnel Management (3,3,0) 
The aim of this course is to study how best to utilise people within a working 
environment, and to solve human relations and work-related problems 
within the organisation. The course will consider many of th^ principal 
functions of personnel management: job-analysis, recruitment, placement 
and induction, performance evaluation and training; and management and 
organisation development. 
Prerequisite: Introduction to Business Administration 
MGT 5011-2 Business Policy and Strategy (3,3’0) 
The aim is to make students aware of the role of top management and to 
enable them to gain experience of decision-making through analysis of 
cases and simulation. Topics include the concept of corporate strategy; 
selection of organisational purposes and goals; social responsibilities of 
business firms; the relationship between strategy and structure; corporate 
decision-making and the limits to forward planning. 
Prerequisite: Financial Analysis for Management Control, or International 
Marketing 
MGT 5021-2 Entrepreneuishlp and Control (3,3，0) 
The course examines the management of all aspects of the small firm, 
whether it be in manufacturing, finance, services or areas. The course 
endeavours to develop creativity and the entrepreneurial spirit, with 
reference to intellectual, social and political aspects. 
Prerequisite: Management, Marketing, Finance and Quantitative courses. 
MGT 5031-2 Business and Management in Hong Kong and China (3,3,0). 
(1) There will be a comparative study of the main business institutions 
and procedures in both areas, leading to analyses of such topics as foreign 
trade, the major types of business in both areas, questions of finance and 
joint-ventures, new opportunities for both, as well as monitoring the on-
going developments in both business and management in Hong Kong and 
China. (2) There will be an in-depth analysis of the proposition that 
there are Chinese concepts of management and style which are equally, if 
not more relevant, to tiie local scene than Western forms. (3) Residual 
problems in both Hong Kong and China will be studied, and approaches 
developed as possible solutions to these. The course will attempt to combine 
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theory and practice. 
Prerequisites: Introduction to Economic Analysis and Managerial and 
Industrial Economics. 
MGT 5041-2 Decision Models for Management (3 ’3，0) 
An introduction to mathematical programming and decision analysis, em-
phasising applications to management problems, formulation and solution of 
linear optimization models; simplex method, duality theory, sensitivity 
analysis; transportation and network flow problems; introduction to 
dynamic programming, integer-programming, and branch-bound methods; 
decision trees and Bayes theorem. 
Prerequisite: Date Processing, Operations Research.，COBOL Programming 
MGT 5051-2 Industrial Relations (3,3 ’o) 
The course will study industrial relations, starting with a survey of the 
situation in Hong Kong. The aim is to develop an appreciation and under-
standing of shop-floor employees' attitudes and problems and to help 
students to learn how to produce a good employer-employee relationship 
in the works. Topics include theories of industrial conflict; the causes and 
patterns of strikes; the growth of trade unionism; trade union objectives and 
policies; collective bargaining; pluralistic and unitary ideologies; the state's 
role in industrial relations; and industrial democracy. 
Prerequisite: Personnel Management 
MGT 5061-2 Management Philosophy (3，3’0) 
An overview of philosophy, with some emphasis on logic and ethics. Topics 
include economic justice, corporate social responsibility, self-regulation and 
government regulation, conflict of interests and conflict of obligation. There 
will be an attempt made to develop analytical skills which relate to pro-
blems encountered on the course. The course seeks to chart directions for 
the student to develop his personal management philosophy. 
Prerequisite: interview with the course lecturer. 
Marketing Courses 
MKTG 3011-2 Principles of Marketing (33’。） 
This course is an introduction to marketing, dealing with such topics as the 
dynamics of consumer behaviour, the management of marketing informa-
tion and marketing research, programming the market mix, pricing in a 
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market perspective, promotion, and the practical philosophy of marketing. 
MKTG 4011-2 Advertising Management (3,3,0) 
The focus of the course is on advertising decision-making, specifically those 
decisions involved in setting advertising objectives, creating advertising 
campaigns, and measuring advertising effectiveness. One of the main 
objectives of the course is to provide the student with an analytical basis 
for understanding advertising decision-making and control. Relevant 
materials from behavioural and management sciences are integrated into 
the course to help students achieve this objective. The role of the com-
munication process will also be covered. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing 
MKTG 4021 -2 Consumer Behaviour (3,3 ’0) 
This course examines the many factors that lie behind consumer behaviour, 
including needs, personality, perception, and socio-cultural influences, and 
goes on to develop the implications this understanding poses for manage-
ment, both now and in the future. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing 
MKTG 4031-2 International Marketing Analysis/Management (3,3,0) 
Various factors of the international marketing environment, such as 
economic, cultural, political and legal aspects, are discussed. The main 
emphasis will be on the problems and decisions facing an international 
marketing manager. Topics included are: elements in international marketing 
decisions; planning, organising and control for international marketing 
management; and ways of integrating and co-ordinating the firm's various 
international marketing activities with diverse, trans-national markets. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing 
MKTG 4041-2 Sales Management/Salesmanship (3,3,0) 
This course is an overview of personal selling and salesmanship. It examines 
the variables involved in formulating a strategic sales programme; in inter-
grating marketing and sales force strategy; sales planning, staffing and train-
ing; as well as factors involved in directing the sales force. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing 
MKTG 4051-2 Marketing Research (33,0) 
This course will acquaint students with the basic concepts, techniques and 
procedures of marketing research. Various stages of the research process are 
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introduced with emphasis on methodological foundations, such as problem 
formulation and research objectives, the determination of sources of inform-
ation and research design; and the analysis and interpretation of data. 
Emphasis will also be placed on the application of research techniques to 
effective marketing management. 
Prerequisite: Principles of Marketing, Business Maths & Statistics 
MKTG 5011-2 Problems in Maiketing/Seminar in Marketing (3,3,0) 
^ indepth exploration of the wide range of developments in marketing, 
involving some simulation in wiiich students, in the role of executives, will 
be required to analyse, evaluate alternatives, and solve real-life marketing 
problems. 
The seminar will include both research and group discussion on selected 
marketing topics, and students will also be expected to investigate marketing 
topics independently. 
Prerequisite: all Year Four Marketing courses or approval by the subject lecturer. 
MKTG 5021-2 Marketing Management and Policies (3 ’3，o) 
This course examines alternative philosophies and tasks of marketing 
management, and the analytical factors at work in searching for a market 
assembUng the marketing mix, modelling market phenomena, and adminis-
tenng the marketing programme from a managerial perspective. 
Prerequisite: all Year Four marketing courses, or approval by the subject lecturer. 
MKTG 5031-2 Retailing/Industrial Marketing , ( 3 > 3 ) 0 ) 
A detailed study of the nature and importance of retailing，withits associated 
problems and possible solutions. Topics include the impact of market 
factors and consumer demand on retailing; merchandise management; 
accounting control and credit policy. Management co-ordination and 
channel policy will also be discussed. 
s t r u c t u r e industrial marketing will be studied, and the key concepts 
alternative marketing strategies and marketing decision-procedures dis-
c u s s f d f r 0 1 " a managerial perspective. Emphasis will also be placed on 
market analysis and research as necessities for rational decision-making. 
Prerequisities: all Year Four Marketing courses, or approval by the subject lecturer. 
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MKTG 5041 -2 Quantitative Marketing Decisions/Advanced (33,0) 
Marketing Theory 
This course will probe in depth the reasons why firms today must constantly 
revise and chan轳 their marketing practices in order to survive. Important 
contributions towards solving this dilemma will be introduced from the 
quantitative and behavioural sciences. 
Advanced marketing theoiy will scrutinise the concepts, hypotheses and 
theories underlying marketing models, and will focus on contemporary 
discussion in generating effective marketing for today and tomorrow. 
Prerequisites: all Year Four Marketing courses, or approval by the subject 
teacher. 
Support Courses for Management and Marketing Departments 
ACCT 3511-2 Basic Accounting (3,3,0) 
An introduction to the basic principles of accounting and the concepts on 
which accounting is based. Also studied are the tools for analysis, and the 
interpretation of financial data. 
ACCT 4511-2 Financial Analysis for Management Control (33,0) 
An introduction to the principles by which management may exercise 
control through financial analysis and planning. The divisions of finance and 
purposes for which finance is required, are explained. The divisions from 
which financial information arises and the responsibilities of those involved 
in supplying information are discussed, as are the uses of budgetary control 
and standard costing. The preparation and interpretation of financial data 
are examined with simple case-studies to illustrate how the principles 
involved are applied. 
Prerequisite: Basic Accounting 
ACCT 4521-2 General Principles of English Law (3,3,0) 
Starting with the nature and sources of law, the course surveys the adminis-
tration of law up to the modern legal system. This introduction then leads 
to a study of methods of legal process, including evidence and interpretation ； general principles of the law of contract; particular types of contract, in-
cluding such features as hire purchase, the sale of goods, consumer credit 
and insurance; and negotiable instruments, such as bills of exchange and 
cheques. 
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ACCT 5511-2 Managerial Accounting and Finance (3,3,0) 
The financial aspects of managerial control are studied in depth. They in-
clude the effect on internal planning by outside influences such as govern-
mental action, the capital market, inter-company competitiveness, and the 
cost of capital. 
The course also involves the management of working capital, including 
planning in the short-term; while long-term planning will be discussed with 
reference to such factors as capital budgeting, capital project appraisal, and 
risk. 
Other topics to be studied include investment for profit and corporate planning purposes, company mergers, and corporate growth. 
Prerequisite: Financial Analysis for Management Control, or approval by 
the subject lecturer. 
CPTR 3521-2 Computer Systems and Data Processing (33,0) 
An introductory course that will include the history, key features, commer-
cial and industrial applications of the computer. An introduction to infor-
mation systems is dso made, in which the principles of data processing, 
coding, validating,and recording are studied, and their application shown to 
problems including inventory control and payroll. 
CPTR 4521-2 Management Information Systems (3，3,0) 
Introducing the use of the computer in information systems, this course will 
include management information and the computer with related techniques 
in data-processing, information system development methodology; and the 
use of mathematical and system models in business. Various applications of 
MIS to accounting/finance, operations/production, sales/marketing, are 
involved, together with the design and implementation of MIS. 
t Prerequisites: Data-Processing, Business Statistics II 
ECON 3531-2 Introduction to Economic Analysis (3,3,0) 
This course will cover basic economic concepts, before moving on to macro-
economics. Major topics include current economic development, mono-
polies and control, government and industrial efficiency, and the balance 
of payments. 
ECON 4521-2 Managerial and Industrial Economics (3,3,0) 
The aim is to equip students with techniques to make managerial decisions 
by applying the theories and principles of microeconomics and business 
studies. The implications of economic theories concerning market behaviour 
of both producers and consumers will be analysed. The use of public policy 
to influence industy will be considered. 
ENG 3511-2 Communication English (3，3,0) 
The aim of this course is to teach the student how to use speech and writing 
persuasively, fluently, and with accuracy and efficiency in situations 
likely to arise in a career in business. The course includes the study of the 
principles, elements, and practices underlying effective communication. 
The student will also learn how to write business letters and reports. 
MATH 3511-2 Business Mathematics and Statistics I and II (3,3.0) 
Descriptive statistics - the collection, presentation and sampling of data -
are studied. Also included in the course will be measures of central tendency 
and dispersion, elementary probability theory, the characteristics of 
Poisson, Binomial, Normal, and other distributions; and correlation and 
regression. 
Prerequisite: “0” Level Mathematics 
MATH 4521-2 Operational Research (3,3,0) 
This course involves problem formulation, constructing models, deriving and 
testing solutions, as well as linear programming using the simplex method; 
games theory and network analysis, critical path analysis and queing. 
Prerequisites: Business Mathematics and Statistics, Introduction to 
Computers 
Mathematics and Computer Courses 
CPTR 3511-2 Numerical Analysis and Data Processing (33,0) 
(for Year 3 Accountancy students) 
To engender an understanding of the elementary mathematical and 
statistical techniques. To provide a basic kno^dedge of statistical sources 
and data processing. 
CPTR 3521-2 Computer Systems and Data Processing (33,0) 
(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students) 
An introductory course that will include the history, key features, commer-
cial and industrial applications of the computer. An introduction to infor-
mation systems is dso made, in which the principles of data processing, 
coding, validating and recording are studied, and application shown to 
problems including inventory control and payroll. 
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CPTR4511-2 Systems Analysis and Design (2,2,0) 
(for Year 4 Accountancy students) 
To impart an understanding of the principles and techniques of information 
systems. To provide the knowledge of controls viiich can be built into 
or imposed on a system. 
CPTR 4521-2 Management Infoimation Systems (3^,0) 
(for Year 5 Management students) 
Introducing the use of the computer in information systems, this course will 
include management information and the computer with related techniques 
in data-processing, information system development methodology; and the 
use of mathematical and system models in business. Various applications of 
MIS to accounting/finance, operations/production, sales/marketing, are 
involved, together with the design and implementation of MIS. 
Prerequisites: Data-Processing, Business Statistics II 
MATH 3511-2 Business Mathematics and Statistics IandD (3，3’0) 
(for Year 3 Management and Marketing students) 
Depcriptive statistics - the collection, presentation and sampling or data -
are studied. Also included in the course will be measures of central tendency 
and dispersion, elementary probability theory, the characteristics of 
Poisson, Binomial, Normal, and other distributions; and correlation and 
regression. 
Prerequisite: “0” Level Maths. 
MATH 3521-2 Statistics (3^,0) 
(for Year 3 Company Secretaryship and Administration students) 
To provide an introduction to statistical and related techniques which are 
widely applicable in business administration. An elementary knowledge 
only of quantitative methods is assumed. A purely theoretical approach 
is avoided and the emphasis is on applications concerned with the solution 
of business problems. 
MATH 4511-2 Quantitative Analysis (2,2,0) 
(for Year 4 Accountancy students) 
To impart an understanding of the application of quantitative analysis to 
the areas of planning and c(Mitrol and to other acounting and financial 
problems. 
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MATH 4521-2 Operational Research (3,3,0) 
(for Year 4 Management students) 
This course involves problem formulation, constructing models, deriving and testing solutins, as well as linear programming using the simplex method; games theory and network analysis, critical path analysis and queing. 
Prerequisites: Business Mathematics and Statistics, Introduction to 
Computer 
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FACULTY OF MUSIC 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
With the marked increase in cultural activities in Hong Kong in recent 
years, a clear call for more highly trained musicians has arisen. Towards 
this end the Faculty of Music now offers courses specifically designed to 
prepare students for a professional career in music in the Media, Education, 
Administration, etc. 
The courses have been structured in accordance with the 2.2.1 system, 
which begins with preparation for the Advanced level Certificate and pro-
gresses to the Higher and Honours Diplomas. These provide a comprehensive 
practical and theoretical training in Western music and include a course in Chinese music. 
The tradition of lingnan is reflected in a special course in Church 
Music featured in the, fourth year of study, in addition to being one of the 
series of options in the fifth year. 
Throughout the course the student is encouraged to develop a con-
sidered approach to the interpretation of music, based on a sound know-
ledge of different musical styles and their development, and to use this 
experience to form independent musical judgement. 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
1. Advanced Level Programme: 
a) all candidates must hold the required H.K. Certificate passes, 
b) a pass at Grade VI in piano or another instrument, and 
c) either a pass in H.K. Certificate Music, or in the Faculty's own 
special entrance examination taken at the time (or before) of 
application. 
2 , Post-Advanced Level Programme: 
Applicants should hold a pass in Music at Advanced Level, or 
the equivalent, and in Use of English; a minimum of Grade VII is 
required in instrumental performance. 
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THE ADVANCED LEVEL PROGRAMME 一 YEARS 1 AND 2 
The following courses of London University may be taken: 
1’ 2, 3 , 4 , 6 1, 2, 4, 5’ 6 1 , 2 , 4 , 7 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 
(different papers 
from the above in 
all sections: i, ii, 
iii,iv) 
1 = Aural - accounts for 28% of the subject marks. 2 = Musical Techniques I - accounts for 18% of the subject marks. 3 = Musical Techniques II - accounts for 18% of the subject marks. 4 = Musical History and - accounts for 18% of the subject marks. 
Analysis I 
5 = Musical History and - accounts for 18% of the subject marks. 
Analysis II 6+ = Performance (Minor) - accounts for 18% of the subject marks. 7+ = Perfonnance (Major) - accounts for 36% of the subject marks. 
i = Practical Aural - accounts for 25% of the subject marks. 
ii = Repertoire - accounts for 30% of the subject marks. iii+ = Performance — accounts for 30% of the subject marks. 
(main instrument) iv+ = Performance - accounts for 15% of the subject marks, 
(subsidiary instrument) 
(+ to be passed before 1st October previous year.) 
Syllabus Subject 
505 with emphasis on musical techniques 506 with emphasis on history and analysis 507 emphasis on perfonnance 508 emphasis on techniques and history and analysis, but no performance required 
509 for the performer speciaUst (two instruments) to develop practical, aural, and historical 
COURSE STRUCTURE 
YEAR 3 
MUS 3011-2 Music Techniques 
MUS 3021-2 History of Western Music 
MUS 3031-2 General Musicianship 
MUS 3041-2 Orchestration 
MUS 3051-2 Analysis 
MUS 3061-2 Chinese Music 
MUS 3071-2 Performance: Principal study 
MUS 3081-2 Subsidiary study 
MUS 3091-2 Instrumental ensemble 
MUS 3101-2 Auxiliary subjects： German or Italian for Musicians 
(Requirement) English 
YEAR 4 
MUS 4011-2 Composition 
MUS 4021-2 History of Western Music 
MUS 4031-2 General Musicianship 
NfUS 4041-2 Orchestration 
MUS 4051-2 Church Music 
MUS 4071-2 Performance: Principal study 
MUS 4081-2 Subsidiary study 
MUS 4091-2 bistrumental ensemble 
MUS 4101-2 Auxiliary subjects： Italian or German for Musicians 
Number of Credits 
1st 2nd 
Teim Term Total 
4 4 
18 18 36 
YEAR 5 
MUS 5011-2 Composition, or 
MUS 5021-2 School Music, or 
MUS 5031-2 Church Music 
MUS 5071-2 Performance: Principal study 
MUS 5081-2 Subsidiary study 
MUS 5091-2 Instrumental ensemble 
MUS 5111-2 Chinese Music 
MUS 5121-2 Dissertation 
18 18 36 
Higher Diploma: 72 
16 16 32 
Honours Diploma: 104 
The Minor Programme is open to students who major in other faculties in Years 3 and 4. A student who minors in Music is required to complete a minimum of 36 credits. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: I ACADEMIC SUBJECTS 
MUS3011-2 Music Techniques (4,4,0) 
A development of the basic techniques of the Advanced Level course 
involving: harmony and counterpoint in not more than four parts; stylistic 
and imitative studies; fugal exposition. Application of these and other 
techniques is made through the students' own compositions. 
MUS 3021-2 History of Western Music (3,3,0) 
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical. This course concentrates on the understand-
ing of musical style through detailed study of various compositions 
representative of the periods. It further aims to support the student's studies 
in instrumental and vocal performance. 
MUS 3031-2 General Musicianship (2,2,0) 
The development of skills in transposition, score-reading (vocal), keyboard 
harmony (including the harmonisation of melodies), and simple impro-
visation in various styles. 
MUS 3041-2 Orchestration (1,2,0) 
An introduction to the basic principles of instrumental writing and arrange-
ment of keyboard passages for strings and for strings plus wind instruments 
in the orchestra of early nineteenth century proportions. 
MUS 3051-2 Analysis (1,1,0) 
The study of harmonic and formal structures from a wide range of 
composers. Through examination and discussion of selected works and 
related topics the substance of musical composition is determined. 
MUS 3061-2 Chinese Music (1,2,0) 
An introduction to the historical development, theory, and methods 
of composition of Chinese Music. 
The second semester includes a class instruction course for beginners in one 
of the Chinese instruments: e.g. er-hu, pi-pa, sheng, yang-ch'in. 
MUS 4011-2 Composition (4,4,0) 
Through the exposure to a wide variety of creative styles, the student is 
encouraged to formulate his own musical ideas, to refine the presentation 
of these ideas by a developing discipline, and generally to develop creative 
as well as intellectual processes. Vocal, choral, keyboard, and instrumental 
(individual and ensemble) styles are examined. Students, with guidance, are 
expected to arrange performances of their compositions wherever possible. 
In addition to Composition, Theoretical Studies are included which involve 
extensive analytical investigation of C20th styles. 
MUS 4021-2 History of Western Music (3,4,0) 
This course concentrates on the Romantic period to the present day 
through the study of prescribed scores and with reference to contemporary 
situations in social history and in the other arts. 
MUS 4031-2 General Musicianship (2,2,0) 
More advanced work in score-reading, improvisation and keyboard harmony. 
The basic skills of conducting. 
MUS 4041-2 Orchestration (2,2,0) 
In addition to the development in scoring for orchestras of various dimen-
sions, the reverse process of arrangement for keyboard from an orchestral 
score is studied. 
A historical and practical approach to the subject including: a survey of hymnolgy and of liturgical music. Practical skills required in Service accompaniment and in Choir-training are studied. 
(open only to students attaining "distinction" level in Year 4 MUS 4012) 
The experiments of the previous year are developed, leading to more 
extended compositions. The student's imagination and technical discipline 
should now enable him to organise a set of consistent ideas into a coherent 
and individual language - expressed in various ways - for vocal and for 
instrumental performance. 
A folio of the student's original compositions is presented not later than 
Easter for the perusal of the panel of examiners. 
MUS 5021-2 (ii) School Music (6,3,1) 
The theoretical side of the course concentrates on the principles of music 
in education and on basic educational and psychological principles and their 
application to the teaching of music at primary and secondary levels in 
schools. In addition, supervised school teaching practice at these two levels 
for all students specialising in this area forms an integral part of the course. 
MUS 4051 -2 Church Music (1,2,0) 
MUS 5011-2 (i) Composition (6,3,1) 
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MUS 5031-2 (iii) Church Music (6,3,1) 
An "in-depth" follow-up from the course in Year 4, together with an 
approved specialist study area on which the student will deliver a prepared 
illustrated talk (with a small student choir under his direction) of about 20 
minutes to the panel of examiners at the final examination. 
MUS 5111-2 Chinese Music (1,2,0) 
Folk music, opera, and instrumental music of various provinces and stylistic 
schools are studied, together with a further scrutiny of the history and 
theory of Chinese Music from the early dynasties to the present day. 
MUS 5121-2 Dissertation (4,0,2) 
A topic approved by the Faculty of Music at the beginning of the final 
academic year is prepared by the student, with tutorial supervision, during 
the fifth year. Students may not present subjects connected with their 
main study area (from MUS 5011, 5021, 5031). The dissertation should be 
of approximately 5,000 words. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: II PERFORMANCE SUBJECTS 
MUS 3071-2 (3,0,1) 
At the end of year 3 in the 2.2.1 system the student will offer a programme 
of about 20 minutes on his major instrument, consisting of at least 2 
contrasting works of different periods. At least one piece is to be played 
from memory. 
MUS 3081-2 (1,0’汾 
One piece to be performed on his subsidiary instrument. 
MUS 3091-2 (1,0,1) 
No examination is held for Instrumental Ensemble; the grade is awarded 
according to continuous assessment throughout the year. 
MUS 4071-2 (3,0,1) 
At the end of year 4, a programme of about 30 minutes is offered, consist-
ing of at least 3 contrasting works of different periods. At least one piece 
is to be played from memory. 
MUS 4081-2 (1，0，H) 
Two contrasting pieces of approximate, Grade 5 standard. 
MUS 4091-2 
(as year 3) 
(1,0,1) 
MUS 5071-2 (3,0,1) 
� o r the Honours Diploma at the end of year 5’ a recital of about 40 minutes 
is given, part of which is to be played from memory; the candidate is also 
required to submit his own programme notes. 
MUS 5081-2 ( 1，_ 
Two contrasting pieces of approximate Grade 6 standard. 
MUS 5091-2 (i,o,l) 
(as year 3) 
Either the major or the subsidiary subject must be piano. Solo Singing may be offered as either major or subsidiary subject. 
A sight-reading test in the Principal Study will be given annually. 
It is a requirement of the Faculty of Music that all music students in both the Advanced level and the Diploma courses shall attend the weekly Choral 
Olsss. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: ffl AUXILIARY SUBJECT 
English - Requirement in Year 3. 
A continuing course following ‘A’ level work, with special attention to further skills needed in the more advanced study of the student's Major course. 
/ 
MUS 3101-2 German or Italian for Musicians (1,2’0) 
MUS 4101-2 ,Italian or German for Musicians (1:2:0) 
Instruction in pronunciation, with special attention to the texts of lieder, opera, cantata, etc., together with guidance on translation of texts and knowledge of musical terms. 
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LINGNAN COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The lingnan College library was started in 1968 under the auspices 
of the lingnan University Alumni Association and the Board of Trustees 
of Lingnan University, New York. It has been expanding continuously to 
serve the growing student population and the College staff. 
When the Lingnan Auditorium Building is available for use, the 
present Library at Edward Hall will be supplemented by a new wing located 
on the first floor of the Auditorium Building. With a floor area of 260 
square metres (2800 square feet), the present library will house reference 
books and periodicals, both bound and current. The new library, with its 
area of 381 square metres (4100 square feet), will be used for Acquisition, 
Cataloguing, and Circulation services plus study space. 
The Library collection is comprehensive in scope, with emphasis on 
Accountancy, Business, Economics, Literature, and Social Sciences. The 
present holdings of books in Chinese and the Western language are in excess 
of 34,000 volumes, selected to support the academic programmes and 
provide materials of interest to the undergraduate students. Currently over 
300 titles of periodicals are received. Present plans are for a bookstockinthe 
region of 50,000 volumes plus 500 titles of periodicals, and a seating 
capacity of 320 readers. 
The Dewey Decimal Classification is adopted for Western language 
materials, v^iereas the Chinese materials are classified by the Lai Yung-
hsiang's Classification scheme. 
Books and journals not in the library's stock can be obtained through 
the Interlibrary Loan system. Coin-operated photocopiers are available for 
readers throu^iout the Library's opening hours. The Library is also in 
possession of a microfilm reader/copier and a microfilm camera for reading 
and storing information in the form of microfilms. 
Librarians and library assistants are always ready to assist readers, 
both in their use of the Library and with more general problems arising 
from their needs for information. Requests for help can be made at any of 
the staff desks. 
OPENING HOURS 
Depending on the demand for library use and staff availability, the 
schedule is determined from time to time by the librarian. Details of 
opening hours are posted on the Library's notice board. 
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BORROWING REGULATIONS 
The library is open to staff and students of lingnan College. 
A library card may be obtained by completing an application form 
available at the Circulation Desk. Library cards are not transferable. 
The Circulation Desk should be immediately notified of any change of address. 
Borrowers should ensure that legible and correct entries are shown 
on the loan records. 
Library cards must be produced at each loan transaction. Loss of 
library cards should be reported in writing to the Librarian. A new card 
will be issued one week after the report and there is a fee for replacement. 
Academic staff may borrow up to 20 books for 1 month. Registered 
students and non-academic staff may borrow up to 4 books for 2 weeks. 
Readers may make a request for reserving a library book not found 
on the shelves. 
Reference books, periodicals, government publications, newspapers, 
university bulletins and microfilms are non-circulating materials. 
No library materials shall be removed from the Library until their 
loan issue has been recorded at the Circulation Desk. 
RESERVE BOOKS 
Books are put on reserve with restricted loan periods as requested by 
the academic staff. These items may be borrowed for overnight use within 
one hour of closing time, and they are due in the library within the first 
opening hour of the following day (or the due date). 
RECALL 
Reserve materials are subject to recall at any time. All other loans are 
subject to recall after one week of the initial loan period. The recalled items 
must be returned within three days from the date of the notice. Late return 
will be treated as an overdue loan and subject to a fine. 
RENEWALS 
Borrowers may renew loans for an additional period provided the items are not required by other readers. 
The items to be renewed must be brought back to the Circulation 
Desk at the time of renewal. 
Renewals may not be made later than the due date. 
RETURNING BOOKS . 
Books should be returned to the staff at the Circulation Desk on or 
before the due date vMch. is stamped on the date-due slip inside each book. 
OVERDUE 
Overdue loans are liable to fines. Overdue fine is $0.50 per book per 
day. For reserve books, the fine is $1.00 per book per hour. 
LOSS OR DAMAGES 
Borrowers are requested to check the books to be borrowed. Missing 
or torn pages should be reported immediately. Those who fail to return 
books, or who return books damaged beyond repair, will be charged the 
cost of replacement with an additional processing cost of $10.00 plus any 
accumulated fine. For out-of-print books, borrowers may be held respon-
sible for paying the cost of xerox copies, with an additional fee for postage 
and processing. Damaged books, if reparable, are charged according to the 
cost of repairs. � 
LIBRARY REGULATIONS 
All parcels, books, bags, umbrellas, raincoats must be deposited at 
the appropriate racks before entering the Circulation Area. 
Smoking, food and beverages are not permitted within the Library. 
Readers are required to sit in the places provided. Tables and chairs 
may not be moved to new positons. 
Silence must be observed in the library. 
No reservation of seats in the Reading Room is permitted. 
All library users should follow the instructions on the proper use of 
the library as given by the library staff. 
No games are permitted in the library. 
All Library materials and personal property must be shown to the 
library staff on duty before leaving the Circulation Area. 
The librarian may occasionally make special regulations regarding 
admission to and use of the library. 
All loans shall be returned on a date to be fixed each year by the 
Librarian for the annual inventory. The Library shall be closed for borrow-
ing during the period needed to eomplete the inventory. 
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The librarian may restrict the loan or use of any book or class of 
books and other materials. 
The librarian shall make special rules on Library use and borrowing 
as deemed appropriate for the proper management of the library facilities. 
The librarian may temporarily exclude any person who infringes 
any of the library Regulations or who acts in any way which may interfere 
with the convenience of other users of the Library or with the work of the 
Library staff. 
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OTHER FACILITIES 
The Auditorium is the College cultural/recreational complex wiA 
a library, a student recreation area, a theatre with a seating capacity of 1300 
and aVoof-top playground for basketball and volleyb^l. The library area 
includes a students' reading room with a capacity of 150 for studying and 
relaxation. " 
Ming Hin Hall provides residence for senior and expatriate staff. 
The language laboratory donated by American Schools and Hospitals 
Abroad and the Agency for International Development is amply equipped 
with tapes for various purposes of language-learning, and can at any one 
time accommodate 42 students. 
At present the College has two computer systems, a Burroughs-B80 
and a Microcomputer TRS-80. Hie computer unit is still expanding 
and a new machine will be purchased to serve growing academic and 
administrative needs. 
STUDENT COUNSELLING 
The Students Counselling Unit offers services in the following areas: 
To advise on personal problems 
To assist students in adapting to College life 
To obtain financial support 
To apply for further studies 
To secure employment 
STUDENTS' UNION, CLUBS, 
AND SOCIETIES 
Internally the Students' Union assists ad-hoc culture/entertainment 
committees in the staging of large-scale annual events such as the l i n e m a n 
Night (an evening's programme of entertainment) and the Christmas Dinner 
Party They help organize inter-house competitions and the Sports Day tor 
the College At the beginning of the academic year, new students are guided 
in registration procedures, and invited to join the orientation camp. 
Externally, they take part in inter-college games competitions among 
post secondary colleges, the Hong Kong Federation of Studente Cross 
Country Race, the Hong Kong Federation of Students Sports Day, the 
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Urban Council Cup, and the International Dragon Boats Race. 
Clubs and Societies affiliated to the Students' Union regularly 
organize seminars, talks and picnics. 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND 
FINANCIAL AID 
Scholarships are awarded to students with outstanding academic 
performance. 
Lingnan College Scholarships 
(from lingnan Education Organization Ltd.) 
American Women's Association of Hong Kong Scholarships 
Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund Scholarships 
Loans and Grants are given to students in need of financial support. 
Winsor Education Foundation Interest-Free Loans 
Government grants and interest-free loans 
Student Assistantships offer part-time jobs for selected students, 
.and their tuition fees are waived. 
lingnan College Student Assistantships 
OVERSEAS RECOGNITION 
On record, there are over 120 universities and colleges in the United 
States, Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand and France that have 
accepted transfer credits from Lingnan College. Our graduates can further 
their studies or proceed with graduate programmes as they wish. 
Information on those institutions v^iich have accepted th& students 
of lingnan is obtainable from the Student Counsellor. 
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